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WORKPLACE DEMOCRACY AND_gDUCATIONAL PLANNING,

I. INTRODUCTION
r

Virtually all of the advanced capitalist countries of the world are

facing numerous pressures to ;11tenature of work: While tradition011y
4

the mdners44' capital have had an almost unlimited prerogAtive in determin-

ing how to organize the production process and its utilization of labor in

the cieation of goods and services, that privilege is being challenged &-

creasingly by individual workers, ;rade unions, and governments. Individual

workers have manifested theit resistancs in incidents of sabotage, deterior-

fr
ation of quality control,,absenteeism, employee kurnover, "illegal" work

stoppages, and other acts of.defiance. Increasingly, some trade unions have
.

'

.

sought to bargain directly over the conditions of work and to obtain legisla-
-0-

tion that would be favorable to an increase'in the ilufluefice of workers on

the governance of the workplace.

At the cutting edge, workers in Sweden have been given the right to

participate in decisipns on Smployment policies and practices of the firms in

which they work as well as matters bf'the distribution of work, Issues of
4

safety in the workplace, and other asi)ects of the job environment. Company A

law in the Federal Republic of Germany-requires apolicy of co-determination

(Mitbestimmung) in which one titird to one half of the governing boards of

firms must be composed of workers, and the Common Market.countries as a group

and Britain, separately, are discussing or developing similai,legislatidn.

In addition, both Western Europe and the United States are witnesaing a vari-
.

4

ety of managerial,attempts to lter the content And organization of work to

I \

reduce worker disruption and threats to producti ity. A significant number

of these attempts focus on increasink the participation of,workers in decis-

ions that alfect the characteristics of the work s tuAtion itself. While the

,
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majority of these changeS are experimental in nature, such modifications,are

clearly on the,increase.

Broadly speaking, all of these changes in both laws and in organization

of work are addressgd to increasing the participation of woricers in determin-

ing those factors which affect the substance of theiework activities,fa

movement towards greater workplacl.democi.acy. While the,term industrial

democracy is ustd more commonly to refer to such developments, the changes

are not.limited to industry. Rather 'apply to'other types of enterprises

A AP'
and government bureaucracies as well. If such alterations in traditional

work relationships are adopted more widely as we will argue in this mono-

graph, they will have strong implications for the educational preparation

of workers for,new work roles. And given changes in educational requirements

for the workfOrce, there are likely to.be important planning consequences.

-It is the purpose of this study to set out the nature of changes in

the workplace that will be initiated by a movement towards greater democracy

f

and worker participation in the work enterprise and to trace its implications .

for the educational system and for educational planning. In order to do thit

we will organize the presentation in the following manner. Since we are

asserting that changes in the nature of wofk have important consequences for

education, it is important to suggest the linkages between the tWo phenomena.

Action II will discuss the two dominapt viewa on the*connections between

education and work, and Section III will offer a third alternative which4

seems to have greater explanatory power. Section IV will present some of the

problems lat have arisen in the work relationship in advanced capitalist

,societies in reéent years and their educational origins and implications.

This will lead,:to the specification of the types of workplace reEbrms that 4

are likely tO'be adopted for addressing these problems with specifiV

A
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attention. to increased worker participation a0d workplace democracy which

'will be discussed in Section V. , Section VI will cOnside the educa onal

, reforms tjhA are consistent with these cha?ges in work, and tilt final

section of this monograph wSll explore the role of educational planning in

addressing these changes.

Before proceeding, it is important to stress, that the Sollowing

ysit will be developed only for the advanced capitalist societies of4

Western Europe, the'United States, and Canada. To the degree that similar

patterns are found in Japan and Australia, New Zealand and the developing

capitalist sotieties of the third world, some of this analysis may be applic-

able in those countries as well. And surely there are at ledet some parallels

in the dynamics reflecled by the begaviot of alienated workers in the,

advanced caPitalist societies and those in the communist countries where the

state and its bureauctatic managers serve a role similar to that of capital-

ists and their managers in dominating the organization of production and the

\

labor process. ,But the central focus of this monograph will be restricted\

primarily to Western_Europe and the industrial nations of North America, and

there will bp no claims Of greater generality. HoweVer, the reader may find

that,portieit of the presentation can be adapted to other settings as well.

II. DOMINANT VIEWS OF EDUCATION AND WORK

There exist two doMinant views about the relationship between education

and work, and each of these is embedded in a larger'framework of assumptions

about the role of schools in serving society. The firs v4ponsists of a phil-

osophic view that derives from the view that education represents a mechanism
A

of social growth. The secoarepresents a more instrume / view that educe-
)

tion is a device for increasing social efficiency. Eachtramework has very



different implications for the connection between education and work. The'

two approaches will be discussed and compared.,

Education and Social Growth

The role of education in creating social gr wth is a view that ks

closely associated with'the phildsopher John Dewey: Dewey saw in education

the potential for transforming the yoyng 4b as to:cl.eate,a more' aesirable

society.

In directing the activitiet of the Toung, society determines its,
own future in determitmg that of the young. Since the young at
a given time will at some later date compose thp society,of that
period,-"fie latter's nature will lafgely turn upqn the direction
children's activities were'given at an earlier peried. This

cumulative movement of action toward a later result is what Is
meant by growth (Dewey,1916:41).

6T,

To Dewey the procesvof education was a prOcess of living rather than a pre-

paration for future li4ing. Accordingly, he wished go see created in the

schools.th'e eleMents of a good society that would become the basis-for the

organization and functioning of the.lacger society at some-future time as

educated childrenbecame adults.

Crucial to the Dewey vision was'the emphasis away from education as an

instrument for satisfying the existing social order. Dewey castigated many

feat-urea of the industrial system of the early twentieth century, and he

rejectethe deliberaee preparation 6 the young f,or existing work roles.

f-

To Dewey the existing system of work Wascone-hased upon the undesirable p.ct

that work was performed:

"...simply for the money reward that accrues. For uch callings
constantly provoke one to aversion, ill will, and a desire to
slight and evade. Neither men's hearts nor their minds are in
theiryork" (Dewey 1916:317).

To Dewey, the work,system needed to be transformed to one-in which work had

intrinsic meaning, and he believed that.this could be-done only when the

ti
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young had experienced an educe ion based upon activities and social inter-
.

actions that were carried out their intrinsic worth rather than for their

commodity or extetnal values.

In summary, Dewey saw the role of education as the provision of activ-

ities of an intrihsically-satisfying nature for all children. Children would

be educated through experienceg that would relate to the larger needs of

mankind. Education was not to,be just#ied by its external returns, but

rather it was to be measured againstthe intrinsic value of the process itself

in developing the talents of the young: Within this context the schools would

provide an education with broad social meaning and.with implications for

transforming the present society and its organizatioq of wark to amore par-
,

/

ticipative, interIttive, 'democratic, and humanized experience. In this

ideontext, the preparation of the young for the existing workplace was denigrated
4

in favor of preparing them to create a system of work in the future based upon

\'''---the values that would arise from their education.

Education for Social Efficiency

The social_efficiency view contrasts sharply with that of education for

,social growth. While the former approach would emphasize the intrinsic worth

of educational activities, the latter would focns on. the value of education

in preparing the young for existing adult roles'. In this framework the

schools exist asipart of a broad system of'socialization that is designed to

create adults who are competent in satisfying the demands that society places

on its adult members.

In general, the objective of socialization is to produce
competent people, aa competence is defined in any given society.
It aims to develop a person who can take,care of himself,,support
othars, conceive and raise children, hunt boar or grow vegetables,
vote, fill out an applieation'form, drive an auto... (Inkeies 1966:265).



The educational consequences of the socialization for competence view

are straightforward. The schools are viewed .as an influence for molding

youth to some set of external standards.
2 In this sense, education is Viewed

only as a,means to an end rather than as a meaningful process in itself. The

measure of success that is implied for the schools is not the degree to which'

they foster intrinsically meaningful activtties, but the degree to which they

satisfy competency-rented outcomes. The emphasis is placed on the "output"

of the school rather than the process, for the process iS only important to

the extent that it prodfces the desired end 9esult? a view .which conqicts

directly with that of the social growth perspective.
P.

It takes little imagination to denote the connection,that i assumed

between education and work within the framework of the education for social

efficiency view. Competent workers must have specific skills, behaviors,

6
valued', and attitudes which are not likely to be proVided by such other

institutions of socialization as the family,'church, and community. There-
,

fore, the school must serve to providethese traits durijg the period of

,

childhood and youth in order to-create a properly socialized adult workforce.

More specifically, the performance of the educational system with respect to

work would be-evaluated on how well dtudents are being prepared for the

requirements of the workplace.

Comparison of the Two Views

,It is difficult to compare the two views directly, because they tend

to address themselves to different questions. The social growth perspective

represents a moral approach to the relationship between education and work.

The specific requirements of the workplace are denigrated to the emphasis on

constructing healthy and satisfying educational experiences which will nurture

iroiS

ti
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all of the innat0'.0ilent among the present youth in behalf of creating a
.

democratic, sociil-,-ransformation of the future society. Thieview is one

based upon the bpi istic conception of mankind and its social perfeqability.

It is not an atieW to describe the existing.lUnctions of schools, nor does
?

it focus on theinfluences that have shaped either the existing schools dr the

workplace. Rath

creating and sustaining a diffsr and4better society than,the present pne.

If the,sObial growth framework represents the blueprint of the moral

it is a vision Ihe "proper" roj.e of education in

or humanist ,10.per

is. driven by

tive, the education for social efficiency view is one that

d to accommodate the prepararion of youth to the demands

sof eAsting tea ity. This view has its intellectual roots in the function-
.

alist.approao anthropology and sociology which attempts tO organize

cullvaral an4 ial phenomena in order to ascertain how they are functional

sociF linowski 1945; Parsons 1964). On the basis of a functionalist

analysis, ols can be understood

workers ft#

work'enterpt;

For, eiagple,

nological.recTireme

a response to Ihe need.to Prepaie

and social organization of modern

Dre en (1968: 114-132) refers to, five major characteris-
.-

tica of Mociern work thatmust be accommodated bAhe watrker: (1) separation

of the wbtkplace from the household; (2) distinction betWeen the worker-as a

person an4zhe position he ccupies; ) widepread employment in large-scale)
organizatiOns with both bure ucratic and professional forms of authority;

(4) indiVidual accountability for the performance of tasks judged according
.

-.No.

\

to stand4rds of competence; and (5) the affiliation of individuals to organ-

4

izatNoinS through ad hoc contractual agreements. "Qualifying people for work,

'however, 4.nvolves much more than training competence in joh-related skills;

it inVolves as well the shaping of 'men's states of mind, and gaining their
71
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willingness to accept standards of conduct related to hOldlng a job as well

II

as to master its compOnent activitieg!(Dreeben 1968: 129-13D)., Virtually,

all of these qualities can'be traced to'parallel organizational arrangements

and activities pursued by modern'schools.

In ,fact, Gintis (1971) has.suggested four tmpes of personality char-

acteristics that are requireptx the modern bureaucratic and hierarchically

organized enterprises that char,4cterize our society, and all four can be

linked to the schoOl agenda; (1),proper level of subordination, (2) discipline,

(3) matter-of-factness in social relations, and (4) motivation according to

emternal reward structures.

Subordination and proper orientation to authority along hierarchical .

lines are necessary in virtyally all modern work enterprises,. "As the worker

relinquishes contro..1 over his activities on the job, so the student is first

forced to accep(Ca'hd later comes personally to terms with hig loss of autonomy

and initi ve -to a teacher who acts as a superior authority., 4ispensing

rewards and penalies" (Gintis 1971:274). The discipline of the bureaucratic

work structure with its requiremens of highly regularized and conforming'

11
behavior to time schedules and regulations is reflected in Silberman's\
description of the school environment: "How oppressive and petty ate-the

rules.by which they (the schools) are governed" (Silberman 1970: 11).

Further, as Weber has noted, bureaucracies function best when social'

relationships are characterized by "rational matter-of-factness" rather than

emotion (Weber 1958). This,also seems'to strike a responsive chord in the

schools where Dreeben asserts there is emphasis away from affect and toward

"...matter-of-factness in the accomplishment of tasks that governsthe

relationship between teachers and pupile(Dreeben 1968: 29-30).



Finally, since workirs have little or no control over the produef or

nature of their work, it is necessary to motivate them through rewardsthat

are external to the work itself, such as money and prestige. It is obvious

that similar conditions exist in the schbol where the students have little

control over their circumstances, and their activities are not'determined

primarily by their intrinsic interests and concerns. Rather, school tasks

are imposed upon them by a highly planned and routinized organization that

manipulates student activities and the conditions under which they are

pursued, and in order to obtain student conformance and cooperation with

this reality there is a heavy dependence on external rewards such

as grades, class ranks, and diplomas (Dreeben 1968: 33-35).

The central role of the modern production enterprise and its technology

4/
is crucial to understanding the appeal of the perspective to persons whose

experiences and consciousness have been heavily molded hy modern bureaucratic

universities, enterprises, and government agencies. To the,person who
_

believes that technolbgy and its application in the workplace must be.large-

scale, hierarchical, and depersonalized becAlse this is the path that has

been followed historically throughout tost o1 the industrial world, the inev-

itability of preparing people for such an eventuality seems self-evident,

even if the human condition of work defined by such circtimstances is less

than appealing.

Certainly this is the view that has undergirded the role of the educa-

tional planner in his attempts to fulfill manpower requirements, project

teacher needs, estimate costs and funding requirements, and specify the

;optimal number and locations of school plants. This type of planning activity

presumes that the educational system will prepare the young for the inevitable

realities of the workplace, no matter how satisfying or repugnant those adult
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0

roles may be. In this coritexti'edudational planning and educatioh itself

r ?

tare sviewed..px,imp.44as_Oerqises ip Social engineering in which it-is only

necessary to ascertain wiLiCh competencies will be needed,'and then the

educator and educational planner will design the eduCational experience to

achieve the end result.

Iusights and Dilemmas

While both of these views yield interesting insights into the relation

between education and work, they fail to address at least three important

. questions that we must understand if we are to trate the implications of

workplace democracy for educational planners. (1) What process has determined

and continues to determine he nature and organization of the workplace And

its human requirements? (2) What are the forces and processes which have

shaped and continue, to shape the schools? 4And (3),.what are the connections

between changes in the workplace and'the educarion of the young? Neither.

,the Social growth approach nor the edUcation for social efficiency ond

addresses specifically these issues.

The social growth theory is essentially a nOrmative descriptiOn of'a

desirable world. In that world the formal educatione the Young,would

represent a dominant force for shapin future society in the way that we

might envision it should be Molded, and we, in turn, are obligated to

formulate schooling experiences that will create that society.. Such a view

ignores the question of'which forces lave actually shaped the present school

experience,:the one that reformers wish to alter. Nor does it attempt to

reveal how the characteristics of the workplace that Dewey found so repugnant
4

have evolved. The social growth perspective is essentially a moral approach

to ascertaining the content an& proper role of schooling. It has future

consequences, but no historical antecedents.



4

In contrast, the social efficiency view represents an attempt to provide

a descriptive account of how the functions of the school are integrated into

the total functian of society, oMhich the workplace is a crucial element.'

While it is demonstrated that at any particular time there are mapy functions

of the school that prepare persons for the requirements of the workplace,

there is no analysis of the dynamics of the relationship'. The mysterious

nature of this aSsociation between the forces that create change and those

that prepare mankind to adapt to those changes is never explicated.

The socialization for competence view represents a useful descriptive

approach to establishing the fact that a connection exists between..the

institutions in which adults participate and the agencies responsible for

preparing adults for spch participation. But, without a specific theoretical

framework for linking the twO phenomena, the view has no predictive value.

The concept does not assist us in knowiAg why society changes in the way

that it does, nor does it delineate the mechanisms that alter the.modes of

socialization to maintain their functionality.

Further, the emphasis on the universal nature of ehe adult competencies ,

that ara required in a given society tends to obscure the differentiatiot of

those traits along social.class,dimensions. Thefact that social class

differentiatiOn in both adult competencies and in socialization are not

addressed tends to obscure the functional nature af class-related differences

in both the workplace andschoOls as well as among other institutions. The

implicit assumption that lies beneath the social efficiency view is that an

industrial society will require a hierarchy of technical skills, and that

efficiency in production requires the development and identification of the

talents of each individual for placement in that production hierarchy

-,according to the merits of the individual.
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Accordingly, it' is presumed that only individual outcomes are imporEant

in fulfilling the hierarchical positions of the meritocracy and that social

class otigins and social blass outcomes are an irrelevant way of thinking

&bout the phenomenon. In fact; Daniel Bell (1973) has argued that the

emergipg post-industrial society will be based upon such a high degree of

bureaucratic rationality that political and economic class distinctions will

disappear altogether to be replaced by a technical, professional, and

scientific elite. The latter will be selected on purely meritocratic grounds

IOW

of individual knowledge for fulfilling the necessary technical roles. In

such a society, the only factor that wtuld stand in the way of upward social

mobility would be the genetic limitations on the individual (Herrnstein 1973)

where schooling would enable every individual to reach his full potential.

Unfortunately, the origins of the existing and emerging, technologyand work

organization are left unexplored as if they had developed either by divine

means or by a representative political mechanism embracing all elements of

society.

An alternative perspective, then, must represent a more cbmplete frame-

work for analyzing the relationship between education and work. First, it

must be dynamic'in reflecting the forces of change that dominate both the

schools and the workplace. Second, it must enable us to explain a host of

related phenomena such as the social class, oriented nature of schooling and

its relation to the wotkplace, the failures of important educational reforms

to change the educational experiente, and the present over-production of

"educated" persons relative to the number of jobs. Finally, it should have

predictive value in enabling us to assess the implications of changes in the

nature of work on the shape of the educational experience that will be

provided by the schools,
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III. A DIALECTICAL VIEW OF EDUCATION AND WORK, 3

In Order to understand the relationship between education and work, it

is not sufficient to examine 'the functional relationships between the two at

a point in time, but it is necessary to ascertain historically how the two

were intertwined. Accordingly, it is useful to provide a brief historical

picture of the development of work under the capitalist mode of production

and the simataneous development of the system of mass educatioh. While

each country has witnessed a differbrit history in terms of details, the

advanced capitalist societies generally have shared certain siiilarities.

For example, the origins of the industrial transformation preceded tHe rMe

of the educational system, in contrast with the less-developed societies

where the educational system has generally emerged in anticipation of the

industrial order.

The following historical presentation will apply particularly to the

United States; however I think that it can be demonstrated that a detailed

analysis for other advanced capitalist nations would unCover:a _similar,

pattern (although with differences in details). Firat, we will address the

transformation of work under capitalism, and then we will focus on the

establishment and evolution of the educational system over the same period.

It will be suggested that the two histories share common elements and inter-

actions that can only be understood within the context of a dialectical

relationship that tended to unfold in the following manner.

The evolution of the educational system can best be understood in the

context of the need for socialized workers for the work requirements of the

emerging industrial capitalism in the nineteenth century and its later

transformation to corporate and monopoly capitalism as well as the extension

of the capitalist mode of production to the services and agriculture. For a

considerable period of timerhe schools have coriqsponded closely in their functions
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to the needs of capitalistic enterprisei, but in recent years the,internal
/ -

dynamict of the educational system have created a divergence from the require-

ments of the workplace. This deviation is characterized by en increasing

difficulty in integrating young and overeddcated persons into'the workplace,-

with'reseltihg conflict and challenge to the existing modes of capitalist

production. It-will be argued,that these divergencies will be resolved only

,

by a nev ynthesis created by reforms in both educational and work spheres .

that will establish a new functional,correspondence,between education and-work.

Historical Aspects of CaPitalist Work
4

While a history Of w rk is a rather complicated under&king that has

been the subject ofen ex ensive litera ture (e.g., Thompson 1964; Nelson

1975; Braverman 1974; MarFlin 197.4), this brief review yill fOcus on two

major trends that bear upon our thesis: first, the historical shift of the

majority of workers from the self-employed category to employment as wage

and salary workers for capitalist'firms and government; and second, the

development of large hierarchical and bureaucratic capitalist firms and

, gOvernment.,agencies based upon the simplification end routinizationa jobs

in orderto increase productivity under a consolidated form of managerial

control. Both of these interdependent developments had a profound effect

on the nature of work by removing from the Worker the ability to control the

nature of his work activity and creating the modern syndrome of worker

frustration and alienation.

Aethe time of the founding of the U.S. Republic, most work was per-

formed in the fields, worrop, arid small mercantile or commercial establish-

ment. It has been estimated that some eighty percent of the non-slave work-

force were individual proprietors, property owners, and professionals



(J. T. Main 1965: 271-272). While the work was arduous and rie hours were

long, each person had a rather large degree of contiol over the nature and'

content of work activity as well as the'satisfaCtions of,seei7 the fruits

of his labor culminate in a product or service. 'Much of the wbrk took place

at the level of the household.or family rather than in-establishments that

were separate frOm the household. Other establishments were small, and

workerg,generally participated in the productiorrof the entire product ratherSt_
fhan just a small portion of it.

ler
But two centuries later a profound transfO'rmation of working life had

occurred. The vast.majority of workers hacCbecome wage and salary employees

Of business firms or the government in large bureaucratic organizations with

an extensive hierarhy of positions. By 1976, less than nine percent of the

,labor force was Self-employed, while over ninety percenttigere. employed as

wage and salary workers (U.S. bepartmeht of Labor 1974: 238). Of these, the

vast majority were'found in-sub-managerial roles, with Ohly about one,in

thirteen in 1969 reporting an occupation of manager or.offidial'Oteich..197Z::

17516. Nat only had the incidence of being one s own boss declined extra-

ordinarily.over this period,,but most workers found themselves in the midst

of a large corporate bureaucracy. For example, a recent survey of.some

three and one-half million industrial units that employed 70 percent of the

civilian labor force found that over half of these employees were working

in only, two percent of the firms, and more than one-quarter were .employed

in only one-third of4one percent of the firms (U.S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare 1973: 21).

Inside of these large enterprises the work became organized into an

organizatibnal pyramid with a large number of workers at the bottom working

under close supervision and pervasive rules and regulations and only a few

Li
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managers at the top. ln the ihtermediate levels are other groups of employees

withpci:easing supervisory responsibilities among joba at the top of the

hierarchy. Jobs had also been transformed from ones requiring a relatively

large number of skills and operations to'ones characerized by a few repet-
'

itive tasks. That is, the production of goods and services was subdivided

into a.Ai-ge number of siMple operations, and the contribution of each

elaployeawas to specialize'in a single task that would be repeated again and

again over th working-day, work-week, and work-year.'
6

This odess43f fragmentationof wOrk becape especially dominant begin-
.

ning in the latter part of the nineteenth century With the appliéation.of

"scientific management" or Taylorism, so-called after its ptinciple architect,,

Frederick 1>a°ylor (Nelson 1975: Chap. 4), but its.principles had be9n set out '

at least a centurY earlier in the-ti7ealth4 of Nations by Adam Smith ( 937).

Smith emphasized.the tgains'in productivity that cotild be made by transforming

existing artisan and workshop production tnto a largeinumber of sepa

tasks that would be allocated

tions throughout the workday.

te

among workers, each repeating the same era-

More important, the production could also be

a single capitalist entrepreneui in contrast

decentralized operation of the traditional

centralized in one place undel
. ,

with the relatively small'and

workshop.

The stultifying effects of these changes on the WOrker were foreseen
.

,vms

by Smith (1938);

"In th4etprocess of the division of labor, the employment of the
far greater part of those who have labor, that is of the greatest
body of the people, come to be confined to a few very simple
operations, frequently to one or two." As a tesult, the workman
"...generally becomes as stupid and ignorant as it is possible
for a human creature to'become..." (734-35).
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0 That is, the intrinsic characteristics of the work are neither satis-
-

.
..1.

ng

c
,

fying din. fUlfillI in ters o umangrowt acpf h'h. Eh worker.tend$ to,repeati.
a meaningless task which he does only because he is paid 1)I6r it and not be7

.4.7

cause it fulfills a basic intrinsic human need. Through a system of minute ,

division of la:bor, wage contracts, and hierarchical fltructure of product4on

relations, workers lose control of both the product and process of their

labo. Moreover, they are separatedlrom one another in these work tasks

and placed in structurally antagonistic relations to one another in the

competition for continued employment, seniority, and promotion 141.a way that

maximizes the control function of the organization over its labor force.

It is little wonder that recent studies of American workers at a11 occupa-

tional levels have found that the most Oppressive ch4racteristics of work

are: I I...constant'supervision and coercion, lack of variety, monotony,

meaningless tasks, and isolation. An increasing dumber of.workers want more

autonomy in tackling their
ot
asks, greater opportunity for increasing their

skills, rewards that are directly connected to the intrinsic aspects of

work, and.greater participation in the design of work and formulation of

their tasks" (U.S. Department of Health, EducatiOns and Welfare 1973: 13).

.But why did the nature of work and its organization change historic-
.

ally to create this result? The usual answer to this question is that

efficiency in production and technological progress made this r,esult.inevit-

able. That is, it is assumed that nineteenth century entrepreneurs adopted

extreme forms of hierarchy and divNion of labor in order to reap the bene-

fits of increased productivity which wo'uld, in turn, provide higher wages

for the more "productive" wprkforce. Only more recently has this thesis

been examined, and it seems to be.rejected by two types:of evidence.' First,

as Marglin (1974) demonstrates, the adoption of the hierarchical division
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of labor in place_of more traditional modes of productiOn organization.

tended to precede technical change. Mat is, there was a move from the

traditional workshop arrangement to the factory system without technolog-

ical
,,\''

breakthrougMthat would limit production only to the latter mode.

Second, other types of work organization that increase the scope of worker

involvement show levels of productivity that are higher than comparable

'firms characterized by the conventional hierarchical divisicp of labor '

(Blumberg 1968; U.S. Department Of Healthy Education, and. Welfare 1973:

Chap. 4; Jenkins 1974). Such comparisons have ndt supported thg productivity

argument.

L. Thus the que§tiA is raised, why did the emerging system of tndustrial

capitalism move in the direction of'extreme hierarchy and division of labbr?

The answer seems to be that this form represents a natural device for -

centralized control of the production process.and ofthe labor force Marglin

1974;,Gorz 1968; Gintis 1976). It was the organizational framework that

evolved as a response to the' need by Ole rising capitalist class to increase

the amount of labor that could.be obtained from each worker and to avoid

work disruption or conflicts. This can he seen clearly when one considers

that under a systèçi of wage contracts the worker sells his labor to the

employer, but then. iris the task orthe employer to extract a maximum

amount of labor from the worker in order tb maximize the profit that he will

make above his labor costs. The use of force to extract labor would disrupt

the production process and run counter to even.the most superficial:democr tic ,

precepts, 'Therefore, employers began to evolve forms:Of work organilation .

that would obtain the "voluntary" cooperation of the labor force under con-
.

ditions where:the employer could regulate,the methods and>rate of production

and the hours Of work of.the workers. 'The hierarchical division of labor



represented way of cementing centralized control over the production

process while siTplifying the task of supervision. The worker need not

think for himself, or make decisions but need only follow prescribed routine.

Once the advantages of this for; of organization became Obvious to capital-

ists and emliloyers, it became increasingly adopted as the prototype for the

factory,system, and the attempts to formulate new technologies were predi-
Vr*---,4p;

cated upon further divisions and sub-:divisions of worki2perations ahd levels

of hierarchy (Nob1e-1977; Haber 1964).

Gne of the most direct effects of such organization ts thatt keeps
A

the bulk of workers located at the base of the pyramidal hierarchy, whose

pay is lowest and whose work is most boring and routinized, ignorant of the

production process as a whole. This ignorance forces them to accept the

fact that decisions about their own prOductive activity must be made inev-

itablY by those who are more knowledgeable in the rungs above them. While

such workers- can't aspire to any of the choilr jobd in the middle or top

of the hierarchy because of a lack of training,opportunities for such posi-

tions, there are usually mini-hierarchies within which dome movement is

possible. Thesemini-hierarchies or job ladders prevent workers frpm being

completely frustrated as well as preserving the illusions of real mobility

(Doeringer and Piore 1971). At the same time they encourage stable work

behavior, since promotion along the ladders depends on seniority which is

attained by do'ng an "ade,quate" job and not causing trouble. Further; since

pay differentials between jobs at the top and bottom of these mini-ladders

can be on the order of three to one, workers 1418 have moVed off the bottom
.

rungs acquire a vested interest in preserving the system and they serve to..

legitimize the overall hierarchical structure.of production.

-;\
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Nor has the history of trade unionism had much effect on thin dverall

pattern. The unions have had to play a dual role in representing their

members. On the'one hand they have exisajd as the organizational.mechanism

for.enhancing the ynefits of their metbers, but.on the.other hand their

legitimacy in bargaining with the capitalist is derived from'their ability

to deliver .the workers under) the basic conditions of capitalist organization

(Hythan 1974). Thus, the area.s of negotiation are essentiLly circUMscribed

to ones of wages,,fringebenefits, and safety requirements rather than

matters relating to the ability of workers to reduce the alienation of the

workplace and increase worker participation in production. In fact, most

trade unions are Oemselves organized in the typical hierarchical ,manner

with little grass-roots-control (Atonowitz 1973), and they reflect more a.
4.

corporate entity dominated by union "management" to counter the management

of the corporate firm. Both the nature of the issues which are contested

as well as the participation of workers in affecting the issues are limited

to those on the corporate agenda.

In summary, the history of the present system of work and work organ-

izatio/ is one based upon the hierar ical division of labor in behalf of

the emerging industrial capitalist system. Such a Mode of organization

tended to maximize the ability of employers to extract labor from a stable

and cooperative work force that c uld be manipulated to the needs of profit

maximization. The emergence of T ylorism or "scientifiO management" in the

latter part of the nineteenth cent y refined the application of technology

to this mode of production with a system of production in manufacturing that

attempted to subdivide operations to their mossimplified components. Thrh

mode of production organization became the dominant one that was adopted,by

non-manufacturing'enterprises as well, such as the production of government

2

0
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and private services. Most important, the movement to hierarchical forms

. '

of production preceded the technolOgical changes that reinforced the

:approach, so it is difficuli.to argue that the present farms f producliOA

4

,were technologically-determined. yinallye mgdern trade unions have accepted
4

hese basic tonditions of.he worlwlace and haVe limited themselves to
-4

egotiatiOris within ttle capitalist agenda of wages, hours, and other beaefits

that are extrinsic to the work process:

ristorical Aspects of Schooling

,

Just as with the remarka e transformation of work th'at took place

4
in the nineteenth and early tjntieth century, so did profound changes take

place in the way in which the'young-were prepared for work. At the time of -

,

the founding of the Nation in 1776, there was no extensive system of public

schools, nor was schooling widespread. "The American's opportunity to

obtiin a formal education depended upon where he lived and how much money

he had. Even an elementary schooling was not always available and seldom

free" (Main 1965: 241) About a cenu iY7Iaters,-threefiIths of the-p9pulatign:

ages 5-17 were enrolled in public elementary and secondlly schools for an

average school term of 132 days (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare 1976: 178), and many of the states had passed compulsory attendance

laws (Landes and Solmon.19,1)-. In1920 all of the states had passed such

laws, and almost eighty percent of the population 5-17 was enrolled for a

School term that had risen to 162 days (U.S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare 1976: 178). By 1972 the enrollment ratio of the 5-17 year old

group approached 90 percent, and tkie school yeir had reached 179 days (ibid.).

Three-quarters of the 18 year olds had completed high school and well over

half of the high school graduates were enrolling in institutions of
4



post-secondary education. (A. Cartter 1906:50). And by 1974 over ten million

persons were enrolled in institutions of higher education: about tFipie the

,

number who participated in this 'segmelt in 1958 CU.S. Department.of,Health,

Education, an4 Welfare 1976:
(
187).

How was it possible that in less than two centuries formal schooling

was to emerge from a relatively trivial role to one of the ddminantAnati-

tutions in the lives of youth? And, why was such a development necestary?.

The answer to these questions is especially puzzling when one coriaiders

-

thkat such basic skills as reading and writing were considered to be widespread

in colonial America (Main: Chap. VIII; Lockridge 1974), Even among the very poor

families, parents and the churches taught the young how to read and write,

and the ownership of books -.--especially the Bible-- as well as neWspaper

readersh' a8 extremely high (Main: 253-263). Thus, it-is difficult t

argue that the rise of the common school was stimulated by a high degree
IS

of functional4illiteracy.

Tmfact, the expansion of schooling seems tobe characterized:by two
"

rather pragmaticiforces: (1) the desire of families-for:achieving social

mobility through schooling and (2) the,need for a new institution of social-

ization for preparing persons for the sociar'demands and skills required by

an industrigl society. Even in revolutionary times, education was looked

upon along with" wealth as a prerequisite-for political leadership and social

rank (Main: 251). In addition, it was viewed as an Institution that mAht

provide the guidance to civilize men to their social responsibilities:

Left to themselves they wete ignorant and vicious men who contaminated
Children of'the better sort and disobeyed the laws, and endangered
the state.. But good-schoola would save society, for even the poor
were rational beings who might'be guided rather than driven like
beasts. Education would uphold law and order and protect the
government (Main: 251).
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The establishment of schools in the early nineteenth century was

primarily a local undertaking-rather than a broad and coordinated social

movement. Based upon the tugs of the two totiIes of social mobility on

the part of families and social control and citizenship training on the

part of the "more enlightened" and wealthier classes, low-cost or free

public schools were established in many cities and hamlets. But such

schools differed substantially from locality to-locality in the length of

the school day and school year, curriculum,staffing and organization, and

finance. In states such as Massachusetts they had become.very,common

before the middle of the nineteenth century, while in other states and

particularly in the South the existence of local schools was far more haphazard.

But, over time a relative uniformity in terms of school organization

began to emerge so that by the latter part of the nineteenth century almost

all of the states had made.provisions forv state system of schools 'with a

majority of states establishing compulsory attendance laws (Landes and

Solmon 1972). By 1880 a majority of the population between the ages of 5

J.

and 17 were enrolled in schools and the schools had taken on much of their

modern appearance In that they were."...universal, tax-supported, free,

compulsory, bureaucratically arranged..." and organized along both racial

and social clas distinctions (M. Katz 1971: 106). In understanding this

transformation, it is important to-note that the rise of the common school'

and its emerging uniformity coincided with a profound shift in the nature

of American working life:

In 1800 the typical American manufacturer was aimaster craftsman
or mill proprietor, the typical employee a handicraft worker,
and the typical plant a room or series of roOms in the craftsman's
home or in a small building adjacent to a stream'which supplied
the power for more complicated manufacturing operations. In 1880

the mana=41.rer was likely to be a factory owner or manager, the
employe machine operator, and the plant Sfmassive multistoried
brick .r stone structure driven by water or steam (Nelson 1975: 3).

2d
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Such a prpfound change in the locus and nature of work roles was bound to

- have a significant effect on the way that perthons were prepared for the

drastically-altered work system. This point becomes clearer if we examine

briefly the way-in which children were prepared_for work in an earlier period.

Indus., early days.of'the United SFates, most production took place at

the level of the family where the skills and occupational preparation that

were necessary were inculcated in the household production of goods and
01

services themselves. That is, the household represented the basic production

unit in the sense that the family would produce most of its own needs as

well as those goods or services which others would purchase. Thus, the

entire family would assist in clearing ancl farming the land,,and children

v,.

would learn the necessary skills by participating at an early age. Artisans

and_ merchants would also.assist their children in'obtaining the skills of

their trades or callings, and youngsters who might choose different occupa-

tions could obtain apprenticeships as clerks and helpers. What is important

is that both the production of gpods and services-and the reproduction of

'the forces of production sdch as the capital and labor skills necessary to

create goods and services were both located at the household level rather

than at the level of a large and impersonal firm. To a great degree, then,

the educational needs of colonial youth were satisfied by their'"on-the-
-

job7 training in the household as well as by the atteMpts of parents and

the church to teach basic, literacy skills,

But, as work became divorced from the household with the emerging
1

factory system, the preparation for more traditional enterprises was not

sufficient. Rather, the new industrial system required a highly disciplined

_worker who would adapt to the rigors of working in an Impersonal environment

where the nature of the job and the speed at which it would be executed
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would be determined by managerial decisionS as reflected in the machinery

and in the technical and social organization and operation of the plant.

-He mauld have 6,accept the limits to his activity and indivudality set out

by his role in a hierarchy in which authority derived from the level of the

position in the factary rather than from such traditional criteria as age

or patriarchal status. Mareover, he had to be thoroughly inculcated with

such appropriate behaviors as working according to a precise schedule, doing

exacIly what was assigned to him even'if it was boring and repetitioud,
A

and rejecting intrinsic satisfaction as a basis for working in place of

rewards external to the work itself such as wages and steady employment.

But family relations and activities were not adequate to provide the

experiences necessary to train this new type af worker (Dreeben 1968).

Just as production activities were becoming increasingly divorced from the

family, tne family was also becoming an inappropriate influence for,social-

izing the young to the emerging realities of the workplace. The lack of

uniformity in the provision and'farm of education that prevailed in the

early part of the nineteenth century began to give way to a mode of schooling

that had as its center of gravity the common influence of the rapid growth

of industry and its needs for a worker that was socialized to its organiza-

tional and technological requirements. It is our contention that the spec-

ific forms and uniformity that tended to characterize the schools by the end

of the nineteenth century can bedt be explained by the important role that

schooling had begun to play ld continue to play in preparing workers'

4
for industrial capit ism.

In this respect the State of Massachusetts was a leader, highly

emulated by the other states. Under the leadership of its Secretary of a

new state Board of Education; Horace Mann, a unified and purposive pattern
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of schooling was established.
5 By 1852, Massachusetts had adopted a compul-

,

sory education law for all children 8-14. Mann saw the schools as a basic

force for social reform that required the participation of all children.

Schools would become a powerful equalizer encompassing rich and poor in a

common experience. Mann*.ptshed for an incieasingly centralized control of

the schools by professionals and professional educators to replace the

highly decentraiized ang non-uniform schoolspthat had arisen in local

communities. Just as the average size of the place of employment was in-

creasing, consolidation of small schools took place to increase the average

size of school plant.

In addition, important internal changes took place as the schools

became graded by age and grouping practices were initiated with a standard-

ized curriculum, textbooks, and standards of educataonal proficiency. In-

creasingly, the division of responsibility and tunction and hierarchical

organization was replacing the more traditional one-room schoolhouse,

factor riarticalarly prominent towards the end of the century as school boards

,

became dominated by businessmen and professionals twho were themselves imbued

with the virtues of running schools according to modern, businesslike

practices. By the latter part of the nineteenth century, rural Populations

and.immigrants alike were fed into schools that would transform them into

responsible workers' fox the ascending system of large-scale industrial

production (Tyack 1974).

While the lattet part of the nineteenth century saw the unprecedented

expanSion of the common school as-well as its transformation.into,a compul-

} sory, highly impersonal and bureaucratic institution much like' the factories

where many of its students would eventually work, it was not until the early

'part of the twentieth century that the educational implications of
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"scientific management" were realized.- By 1916, although businessmen and

professionals represented less than eleven percent of the non-agricultural

labor force, they accounted for almost eighty percent of the members of

Boards of Education in a sample of 104 cities (Bowles and Gintis 1976: 190).

Under their guidance the schdols moved away from the concept of a uniform

curriculum by initiating vocational curricula, particularly for the children

from working class and immigrant backgrounds. Augmented by the rise of

standardized testing and vcrcational counseling, §tudents began to be assigned

to different tracks or ability groups as well as to different curricula

(Spring 1972). To a very large extent these assignmenti would determine the

nature of the schooling experience in terms of occupational preparation as

well as the amount of schooling that a child would receive. It is no 'surprise

to find that instead of a common school experience received by all children
0

as Mann had visualized, the schools prepared the children of workers and

immigrants on the one hand and of professionals and managers on the other

for very unequal positions in the occupational and work hierarchy.

Further, the method of financing educ ion that was established by the

early part of the twentieth century also supported this pattern where child-

ren in wealthy school districts received a more expensive education than

those in poorer districts (Coons, Clune, and Sugarman 1970). By providing

support for schools based upon local property wealth and guaranteeing to

poorer school districts only a bare minimum level of financial support, the

states constructed a systematic financial bias against the poor. The

wealthier districts were able to provide educational expenditures for each

student that were five or more times those that were available in poor

districts. Segregation of the schools according to race was also practiced

and legitimated by the U.S. Supreme Court in its 1893 decision on Plessy vS.
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Ferguson. Thus discrimination against both blacks and the poor received

official educational sanction among the schools as.well as within schools

where children of poor and working class backgrounds were more likely to

be segregated and diverted to vocational.curricula because of their IC*/

"abilities" as'reflected in standardized tests.

The overall,effect of these practices was to set out a system of

schools that mirrored the conditions of the workplace. Both sets of'insti-
...

tutions were hierarchical in nature with specialization of function and

level. Both iequired thst the'student4r.liorker follow a prescribed set

of activities that were to be carried out according.to the dictates of the

instituticin, and both guided their members into'appropriate'behavior with-

the uee of such extrinsic rewards as wages, promotion, and steady employ-

ment in the workplace and grades, promotion and eligibility to participate

in the most prestigious fields and Institutions in;the educational setting.

The boredom of the workplace became mirrored in the boredom of the schools,

as students pursued their schooling, not because of the intrinsic satis-

faction receive from their educational experienceg, bUt because-of the

external rewards such as grades that they would reCeive in the short run

and good occupati nal placements ingthe long run by.following the prescribed,:

regimen.

lk By the end Of the first.quarter, of this century, the basic pattern of

schooling had been established, a pattern' which has been shown.to'be

.
highly impervious to the numerous reforms that haVe been attempted which'

have,been in conflict, with the monopoly-capitalist mode of production.

The reforms that were advocated,by Dewey.are nowhere in evidence in the

ichools despite the prodigious efforts of.the Progressive Education

Movement (Cremin 1964). In.fact, the suggestions of Silberman (1970) for

3



humanizing educatibn seem to be retharkably similar to the prescriptions

that were set out,by Dewey .(1956) some seventy years before, but that never

reached fruition. 'With the emerging maturity of U.S.industrial capitalism

by 1920 (Nelson 197,5), there would be little need for structural change in

the schools until Some future time in which 'the requirements, of production

Jaight themselves change. Indeed the history of educational reform in'the

twentieth century is one that i ,replete with exampls of the resistance

of thd*schools to,a

Levin 1976).

er thef basic functions (6arason 1971; Carnoy and_

This is not to say that there have not been changes in schooling or

work oVer the lastpfty years, but such changves have simply represen

an, extension of thdi.Tattern that had been established by 1920. As thd

economy shifted to the production of serviceS and government activities,

the same proletarianization of the work process that had swept industry

was extended to other endeavors. The principles of the minute division

of labor and the routinization of task were applied to the white collar

worker and to the professional as well aa4corporate capital, and the

state expanded its contrdl over the economy. (traverman 1974). Moreover,

the educationalarena shifted to the post-secondary level, whereya new

system of educational stratification was established for the emerging

expansion and stratification of white collar, managerial, and Orofessionaf

occupations. To a large degree this was effected with the corresponding

establishment and expansion of a new unit in higher, education, the community

college which would provide a two year program of instruction With a voca-

tional orientation for sub-professional positions. The community colleges

along with a growing and highly stratified system of four year colleges and

universities and graduate and professional schools provided e refined
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;credentialing mechanism for Post-secondary education that corresponded

closely to the positions of corporate OctupationalIhierarchies (Karabel 1972;

Bowles and Gintis 1976: Chap. 8).. And within this/ overall context, it is

hardly surprising to find that the efforts of the,War on Poverty ofthe,

sixties to provide more nearly equal educational outcomes among.children

born into different social classes and races seehn to have shown little

effect (T.,evin 1977).

The Dialectical Mechanism 6

In the previous section we reviewed briefly the histories of work and

education with special emphasis on the changes that took place from the

early nineteenth century to the early mentieth century. Salient character

istics-of change in the workplace included the increasing size and central-

ization of the;production unit as well as the movement towards A high level

of bureaucratization of the production enterprise and the concentration of
\

production under the cOntrol of relatively few economiO entities. These

Changes werelbased on the development of a highly elaborated division of

labor by which traditional occupations were increasingly sub-divided into a

myriad of simple, repetitive tasks. And the labor force was,transformed

,from a population of independent farmers, Terchants, and artisans to a

proletariat of wage and salary workers who provided labor to capitalist

employers in exchange for wages while relinquishing control over the sCope

and nature of their work activities. Of course, these aspects of work have

come to permeate almost all occnpations and indnstries in the U.S. and

Western.Europe today inCluding white collar work and the sovernment sector

(Braverman 1974).

Correspondingly, we focused on the rise of the common school with its
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emphasis on compulsory; state-supported attendance in a uniform setting for

all youth from a very early age until the post-adolescence period. Notable

aspects of these developments included the centralization and professional-

ization of control.and administration with an emerging hierarchy and special-

ization of curriculum and student grouping, the development of grading -

practices and standardild testing as objective bases for grouping and

stratifying students into different curricula, and the establishment of vast

disparities among schools and school districts in expenditures according to
4

the social class origins of the student.

In 'this section we wish to demonstrate that these general structural

aspects of both the educational and production processes can not be adequately

comprehended as Separate histories. They Share a common set of forces

emanating from the development of a wage-labor organization of production

and its evolution under advanced forms of monopoly capitalism'. Moreover,

,

each set of structures has perated to facilitate the reproduction of the

other, such-that the jOI ;nt onfiguration Of 'production and educational

,structures attained\a stability which could not be appreciated were the

evolution of either to be vigwed in isolation.

Correspondence'and tontradiction

In this ensemble of social structures, it is important to distinguish

several functions of the schooling process that contribute to the reproduction

and expansion of the production process and its associated pattern of social

relationships. First, schools produce general cognitive skills and some

specific vocational skills that correspond to the skill requirements imposed

bY existing job structures. Second, schools produce those.behaviors, habits,

values, and awarengss of social processes that predispose the student to
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accept theconditions and'social relations within which their skillS

( be utilized by employers., While it is possible to distinguish conceptually

between'the technical skills and the personality and consciousness attributes

which render those skills useful to potential employers in the context of a

given set of social relations,of production, the two are not easily separ-

-able in practice.-The production of skills in schooling processes'never

occurs outside of a social context itself in that knowledge is always

learned within a set af social and organizational relationships (Dreeben

1968). Although other authors have debated the relative importance of these

two functions (Bowles and Gintis 1976), we believe that such a distinction

is artificial beCause they are inculcated and operate simultaneously.

Accordingly; in later discussions of the functions of schooling, we will

combine these two aspects.

A third major function which the schooling process performs is the

differential socialization and certification for work roles according to

class, race, and sex. Since the job hierarchy is *el?racterized by great

inequalities in requiredakills, attitudes, and personality. attributes,

differential preparation by the schools for jobs is Already implied. But,

the explicit listing of thiS third function expresses the a.dditional fact

that this differential socialization is not random, but occurs along'pre-
N,,.

existing lines of social and economic stratification in the society so that

females, nonwhites, and children from low income backgrounds will be pre-

pared by their schooling for positions simila:r to those held by their parents

and members of their sex and race.

Finally, it is important to point out the ideological Tole that

schooling plays as the major route to social mobility for the vast majority

of people as well as a legitimate allocator of adult attainments. The

3 b
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highly rdtionalized appearance of the educational system in conjunction-with,

its close acceptancel1y.employers as a basis for making hfring depisions has
..

, tended to create and reinforce the credo that-educational credentialS-"repre-

.sdnt &legitimate- deviCe for allocating Individuals according to-meriE'to'the

highly unequalpositiots,of the incoMe atd occUpational hierarchy. -the
.-1

widespread -..cceptance of this reality in conjunction with the expansion of

schooling opportunities has reinforced the. view that the 'allocation of...

. .
. .

persons to social positions is essentially fair one throUgh the educational
:.,

-= 0

system, and-that social mobility is possible if only one has the ability and

perseverance to acquire more education. To a large'degree it is this view

of reality and its associated incentiVes to obtain more and more education

with each succeeding generation that reinforced_the historical growth in

e uLalwn4I-enr011mentS, even in the absence of compulsion by the state.

In setting out these major functions of the schooling proCess in the

reproduction of the production process and its associated structures, we do

not mean to suggest_that educators individually or as a group aim to fulfill

consciously these roles. In fact, they may conceive of their actions as

contributing to the development of students for the couiPetencies that will

bedemanded of them. Nor do we implythat the present schooling processes

will fulfill automatically and-axiomatically all of these functions indef-

initely. Indeed, we will show below that the schools are-experiencing

increasing difficulties in carrying out these historih4unctions.

The general apparatus through which schooling processes operate to

reproduce-societyrs labor power -- work skills, attitudes, and values --

4--
roughly in the proportions and types required by the exist,ing organization

of production we shall term the principle of correspondence. On the most

obvious level, the formal organizational structure of schooling institutions
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,, ,. . ,. ,
corteSponds in major resPects to the formal orgAnizational structure of work

institutions-(e.g., the patterns of authority and decision-making are

Centralized, hierarchical, and bureaucratic). Further, motivation to fulfill-
:

'
the,work requirements is induced primarily by external rewards (gades-or

wages) rather than by the intrinsic satisfaction received from the activity.

Students regularly move up ladders to a higher grade level on the basis of

seniority. ,The schooling system as a whole is partitioned into distinct

orgarliizational levels whereby the nature of the tasks that are demanded at,

each successive level require more individual initiative, more creative

applications ,of principles, and siimeWhat,more individual autonomy over the
-

details of the work process. Successively, fewer and fewer individuals

move,on to the more advanted levels.

It requires little imagination to' see similar patterns-in the job

structure andin the nature of worker-task and worker-supervisor relations.

It is reasonable to presume that these gross structural correspondences

represent the most important linkage in acclimating the future workers to N.

these patterns at an early age and in,creating a natural transition to their

inevitability and acceptance by the young. But the concept of correspondence

embodies more than just'the simple notion of a matching of structural and

organizational characteristics of schools and work enterprises. It also

embraces the content of work and schooling processes such that the combina-

tion of form and content of sahooling processes tend tosupport the existing

social relations of work, to'reconcile children to the Ultimate occupational

positions that they will oCcupy within the work structure anti to prepare them

for the duties that will be associated with those positions.

As we set out briefly, the history of education_in thp United States

is primarily a study of how correspondence emerged over a century or so of
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strnggles among different,groups for different visions of a commorrchool.

Of particular emphasis iS the evolution of the present educational syStem

out of thequest for free publiC educa'tion by the urban.laboring classes in
.

combination with the efforts nf employers and manufacturers to create a

pool of literate and trainable labor imbued with steady work habits and an'

°identification with the goals and methoda of tass-production capitalism.

-

The key to understanding the estabt lishment of correspondence is an

appreciation of the centrality of the production process and its work roles
t.

In shaping images of the possible and .desirable. This shaping process

operates at both the conscious and Subconscious levels (Marcuse 1964).

The activities of the National Association of Manufacturers "n support of

vocational education in the-early decades of the century ill strate a

conscious effort to structure educational processes.to cOrres ond tO the

needs of _capitalist production (Lazerson and Grubb 19741 Chap. 7) . The

.opposition of the American Federation of Labor to vocational edixcation was

-

a stance that can be explained sim4.1arly on the basis of self-interest by_

craft laborers (Lazerson and Grubb 1974: Chap. 8). The deliberate pressures

of organizationsin attempting to mold education tend to occupy an important

role in shaping the history of education, particularly at times of crisis

and rapid societal change. But, the creation and reproduction of correspond-
,

ence cannot be f lly underslitood on this basis alone. he centralit of

production process s asserts itself as well in a subtle and unconscious

shaping of the mental images of the various groups and individuals within' '

society with respect to what is desirable. Thus, they tend to contribute'

unintentionally to-the maintenance of correspondence and the reproduction

of existing patterns of workplace relations, even when their conscious

intentions are quite different from their behavior (Kihia 1969).
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For example, the establishment of centralized hierarchically controlled

school syszems with policy-decisions ene-programs determined by "experts"

was pported by mariy'"progretsive" members ,of the middle_andprofessional
- f

it

ses,,not out of desire to" manipulate the knowledge availa le to the.

'unskilled and semi-Sicilled laboring classes.. lather, suppor stemmed' from

a sincere belief by these groups.in the principles of organiz tion and the

cult"Of efficiencY that was being.applied in industry and t at was apparently.

sweeping, the Uhl.ted States to the forefront pf the World e onomy (Tyack
ei

1974; Callahan 1962). Further, teachers are Often unawar of the actual

impacts of claSsroom life on children becauSe their own ex erientes as both ,

stUdents and teachers have inured them tothe process (Jac son 1968;

preeben 1968; Sharp and Green 1975). . Thus they often p sue rather mechan-

ical, ped4gogical roles witiliout being conscioustof actual consequences.

Moreover, teachers who are interested sincerely in the welfare of lower

class students may
4

seek to inculcate behavioral traits and attitudes which

Correspond to those required in lower cl'aes jobs typically obtained by

individuals from this background, not because they Nish to reproduce social

class from parent to child; but because they don't believe that such students

have a realistic chance of obtaining better employment. Hence, they operate

on the premise that it is better to prepare the students to accept and
, t ,

perform well on the jobs that they are destined to get than to create false

expectations, frustration, and failure in an unachievable realm. This type

of "unconscious",class reproduction also seems to be reflected in the roles

that parents play in the occupational socialization'of their Own children.

Lower clas parents tend to inculcate in their children the values and

orientations that they believe are successful in their own 'occupations.

Thus the Tiorking class parent is more likely to provide the training that

4 u
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is necessary for effectiie functioning in lower status operations, while,

middle class Tarents inculcate inftheir children thdse traits which are

necessary for fulitioning at professional,and managerial levels (Kohn 1969).
,

To summarize, the production Trocegs and its acdompanying Structures

and pattern of social relatiOns operate.to pull the structure of,schooling

processes into correspondence With dhemselves through both the political process

and through the less conscious and purposive actions of parents, teachers,

and students. While the hiStory of education is a chronicle of the efforts

of various political groupd at-temp.:Fig to formulate or modify schooling

structures to reproduce the social,relations of production according to

their own interests, much.of the dorrespondence is the result of actions

far less conscious on the parts of participants. Indeed, the schools serve

as an ideological representation of what is possible in the sense that to

the vast majority of students and educators no realist.alternative ever

appears on the horizon. "Therefore, while all manner of educational reform

and change in educational methods might be debated, the implementation of'

whichever method is actually chosen tends ultimately to support existing

production relations.(Carnoy and Levin 1976).

. But, we hinted that correspondence can deteriorate or break down

completely, even if it has appeared to hold.historically. An important

question ehat must arise is.how 'correspondence between education and work

deteriorates. Mote specifically,. why.do the work structures'on which

correspondence is based change at 011 given that the mechanisms of corres-
. .

pondenc4serve to reproduce the needs of.capitalist production. The answer

is that given a particular set of work structures, the concept of correspond-

ence illuminates the processes by which educational structures evolve.

However, it sheds no light on the larger question of how the structures.of,
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production tend to change./ Xo understand these changes:we must under-

stand the concept Of Contradiction.

Social institutions and structures change as a consequence of their

internal contradi.ctions. Any'set of social structures which operate so

as to produce by their own functioning the conditions which can impede the

further reproduction of that set of structures is said to be in contradiction

to itself. Since internal contradiction is viewed as a structural phenom-

enon, it nwd not be visible. That is, it can exist in a latent form, only

to become manifest under certain conditions.

7
Examples of internal contradiction abound in the workplace. For

example, a highly rationalized, mechanized organization of production in

which the component tasks have been simplified-and routinized will reduce

the labor time and cost per unit of output while cementing control of the

production organization by its owners and managers. But, such an approach

serves simultaneously to create boredom and resentment among the workers

who are annexed to the various, tedious and stultifying tasks. The cost-

saving aspects of such organization pf production depend crucially on the

continuous and rapid performance of the .component tasks. Yet, the faster

the pace of work thatt required, the more tedious and burdensome the-

tasks become with amounting resentment among the workers. 'Thus such

thethods of ,production organization tend,to be internally contradictory

because-they generate forces that can impede the production process. In

particular, the resentment and apathy which they foster among the workers,

assigndd tO the various tasks obstructs realization of potential, labor

costs-savings and always threatens to break out in problems of quality

control, sabotage, strike actions or other effects of worker unrest as well

as other manifest forms of the contradiction.
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/ Such situations of internal cOntradiction are the precondition of change

within that set of structures (Mao Tsetung 1971). However, the existence of an

intdrnal contradietion, in itself -- that is in its latent form -- does not imply

that a set of structures will immediately cease to be reproducible. The

existence of the dantradiction proVides the potential for change,.but the

manifestation of the contradiction is required to impede the reproduction

of the existing structure. In order to keep latent Contradictions from

manifesting themselves as obstaclek to further reproduction, it is necessary

to provide other structures outside of the contradictory set which.will

assure that the contradiction will remain latent rather than arising in a

ma..nifest form. For example, in the .11ustration that wasP given above, 'the

opportunities for gainful employment and income'may be so poor that there

exists.a group of workers who will endure the conditions of labor in a

fragmented, routinized production process as an alternative to impoverish-

ment or starvation.

Indeed, the historical correspondence of the schools with the develop-

ing requirements of thd monopoly-capitalist workplace may be looked upon as

a mechanism by which contradictions in.production structures were mediated.

In this context, the early habituation to routine and to performance of

intrinsically boring tasks which schooling institutions provide, damper's

later resentment of thebe characteristics of production processes and intro-

duces the young to their inevitability. Finally, new structures may arise

within or be appended to the internally contradictory set of structures to

mediate the contradictions. For example, in the illustration given above,

schemes of job rotation or the creation of incentive structures in which

advancement is tied to seniority and steady work performance may be introduced

and operate to reduce boredom or to diffuse resentment.

4
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Accordingly, the reproducy.on of a set of structures may proceed-over

a long period of time despite the existence of internal contradictions if

6ere exist structures either appended internally or that arise externally

which mediate the contradictions. Nevertheless, as long as a contradiction

remains in the sense that the basic structures persist which give rise to

the contradiction, tensions, antagoniSms and crises may be expected to

surface periodically and threaten the continued reproduction of the basic

structures. Indeed, an understanding of change then, requires not.just a

knowledge of the circumstantial factors whicti trigger it, but also the

underlying contradictions which impel it (bllman 1971: Chap. 5).

With these concepts of.contradiction, mediation, and correspondence,

it is possible to formnlate more precisely the thesis regarding the central-

ity of the work process and the dynamic relation of schooling structnres to

work structures. The focus on the centrality of the work process implies

that any qualitative change in that process or in the production structure

that defines the work process will ultimately initiate changes in the cor-

responding structures of society ariWo'particularly the schools. The corres-,

pondence principle imp1ies or predicts that these changes in schooling

structures will evolve towardd ones that will support the new organization

of work, although there may be an interim period of Confusion, conflict,

and struggle among various proponents of alternative reforms.. We believe

that the analysis of the formation and evolution of schooling in America

and the failure of, many educational reforms provides substantial evidence

for viewing the work process as central to an understanding of the dynamics

of educational change (Bowles and Gintis 1976). Further, we have asserted

that the source of change in work processes lies in contradictions internal

to their structures. From these premises it is apparent that an understanding

41
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of the history of structural change and projections of futurt changes in

schooling must proceed from a specification of the concurrent changes in

work structures and the internal contradictions which generate theM.

4
Although they are linked to the.more general set of production And

work structures through their historical development towards Correspondence

with those structures, schools are also partially autonomou8 from the work--

place. Most important, they are neither governed directly by either indiv-

idual industrial and commercial enterprises nor by the production sector as

a whole. Thus they may develop, in part, according to their own dynamic,

and some changes in schooling processes will not mirror'in'precise detail

the associated changes in work processes. However, there are severe limits

to these types of changes over the long run reflected in the limits.placed

upon the schools by the polities (Carnoy and Levin 1976), and these devia-

tionS will ultimately trigger reforms that will be designed to reestablish

correspondence.

For example, schools could probably produce labor poWer for the pro--
duction sector with conSiderably greater efficiency at considerably lowtr

cost by dliminating courses in foreign languageg, in music, and the arts

and other such experiences. But, part of'the traditional ideology of the

school and its historical dynamic supports at least a smattering of these
a

types of academic and cultural offerings and requirements as part of a

legitimate schooling endeavor.

In addition, schools develop internal contradictions of their own

whose resolution imparts a pattern of change that may deviate historically

from the pattern of changA'in the production structure at some point in time.

That is, this independent ;dynamic may lead schooling structures in directions

which reduce their ability to prepare workers for the capitalist work system
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and.to mediate the inherent contradictions of the wotkplace, Under some

conditionp the schools.may even reach the point of exacetbating those con-
..

tradictions at least over the .short-run before the forces outlined'in the -

previous sectiOn pull them.back into coriespondence. That is, the school-

ing eystem may deVelcip in auCh a way'as to produce values, attitties, and

behaviors, which are dysfunctional to.the reproduction of existing structures

and relations of production in Work processes. For example,,the emphasis "

a

on educational credentials as "objective signs of superior ability and

status leads stUdents to a massive diversion .ok efforts into the attainment

of these credentials rathet than into developing the knowledge and abilities

that the credentials supposedly represene. This behavior patpern inculcated

bY the schools creates an orientation in future workers towards the.cilltiva7

tion of appearances rather than the internal need to produce.
L.-

Thus while schooling structures', in general, correspond to workplace

structures and relations, the strength of their correspondence may weaken

over time or under certain conditions they may develop'in such a way as to

exacerbate the manifestations of contradictions in the workplace at least

over the short run. There are several reasons for this. In the first

place, the fact that production structures are internally contradictory means

that schools must inculcate attitudes, values, and skills which may be

Slik internally inconsistent. For example, existing production structures relyi

on attitudes of individual competitiveness and drive for individual advance-

ment to elicit high levels of work effort from employees whose work can't

. be supervised directly. But, cooperation and teamwork are sometimes necess-

ary for the smooth -operation and coordination of production processes and

the avoidance of production bottlenecks. _Yet it is difficult to inculcate

individual competitiveness without at the same time creating a narrow egotism
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and individualism w,hichundermine the deyelopment of Cooperative work .

patterns. Although.the development of extracurricular sports programs as

an attempt to channel individual competittvenesS into team pursuits may

-address partially this inconsistency, the "extracurricular" nature of such

activity means that it is not central and will Rot be experienced by the

majOritY of students:

A second reason'for the divergence from correspondence and mediation

is the public, nature of funding and administration of schools. In particular,

the pattern of public sponsorship of the .schools has been a.necessary

extension of the ideology that the schoOls exist to create sodial mobility

and equality. In fact:It is,this ideology that attracts.many highly

idealistic teachers and other personnel. While many of the effotts of such

individuals serve to reprodude attitudes and Yalues among students that

correspond to the needs of hierarchidal,work structures, even if uninten-

'tionally, the fact that educational personnel often'believe that the schools

are agents of equality may also mean that they incUlcate'in their students'

some values which are dysfunctional to the reproduction of the-work order.

Even more important, the existing hierarchical production structures

require schools to produce relatively greater numbers of students who will

be prepared for subordinate work positions and much smaller numbers who will

have the attitudes, skills, and credentials for higher status jobs. But,
. -

the schooling system .has been propelled by strong parental expectations and

demands for increased educational attainments for their children in conjunc4

tion with being caught up'in its awn institutional ideology as a provider of

equal opportunity. Thus thete has been an enormous overexpansion at the

college level with far more college graduates actredited and socialized for

higher status jobs than the current job structure can absorb. This situation
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has been created in both.Western Europe-and the United States.8 Paradox-

4cally, the phenomenon,of overeducation has increased the likelihood of

frustration and rebellion among workers as they find that they must accept

pbs with lower paY, status, and responsibility than thoge for which their

college or university background has prepared them. This is a matter thaf

we will return to in the next.section.

The possibility that.schooling procegses maY deviate from the rePro-
__

duction needs of capitalist production because of their own inStitutiOnal

dynamics has several consequences for a'theory of structural change. First,

it means that periodically there.must be periods, of edunational reform and,

change in order 'to,pull the educational system baSt into correspondence.

- Second, while changes in work structures depend largely on contradictions

internal to the work process and itg organizatioel the educational process

can exacerbate some of these contradictions by failing to mediate them and

even aggravating them.

In summary, at some points in history the educational system may tend

to "trigger" change by exacerbating contradiptions that are manifest in

work processes even while fulfilling a general pattern of correspondence.

ye are suggesting that the relationship between education and work is a

dialectical one- Whi,le the influence of the work structure has exerted

constant pressures.to maintain a corresponding educational structure for

reprodubing labor power for the capitalist mode of production, the educa-

tional system also has its own semi-autonomous dynamic which causes it to

diverge in certain respects from the overall pattern of correspondence and

mediation of the internal contradictions of capitalist,production. At some

point,this divergence will trigger or exacerbate the manifestations of the

contradictions in production, with deleterious consequences for the further
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expansion of productron and reproduction of existing relations. At that

point, both the education'and produciion,systems will:be characterized by

"reforms" which Will attempt to mediate the Contradictions through altera-

,

fions in the nature of work relationships and corresponding modifications

3.n education. ,OVer time this new phase Of correspondenCewill begin to

deteriorate only to initiate a new wave Of reforms and syntheses of'the

old and new once again,

IV. OVEREDUCATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

In the previous section we set out an-alternative formulation for

understanding the relation betweeh education and work. While the establish-
-

ment and accommodation of the educational system tihe demands for repro-

ducing labor power for corporate capitalism have been a'salient feature of

that relationship, the underlying independent dynamic of the educational

system represents the key to understanding change in both-the workplace and

the schools. In the earlier conflicts over the shape of the schools, a

number of structural features of the educational system were established

that must hecepsarily create a divergencebetween the schools and the work-

place over the longer run. These features were necessary to create an

ideology of schoolini which would maximize the voluntary participation of

. citizens in both supporting the schools financially and politically and in

increasing enrollments in the educational system, without relying strictly

on compulsion.

Thus, the independent dynamic reflected in the independence of the
al.

educational bureaucracy from direct capitalist control emanated from the

requirements that the schools mirror the structure of work-organizations

while appearing to be quite separate and insulated from such "crass" influences.
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The culturardynamic of the schools0as reflected in its courses in the arts

and literature was necessary for maintaining A semblance of the traditional

academy to counter the obviously heavy hand of vocationalism that violated
%

the classical view of education. The emphasis on itressing equality of

educational opportunity and increased soci'al mobility through the educational

system were necessary to maintain an image of fairness and to stimulate the

individual demand for schooling so that enrollments would increase on a

voluntary basis rather than a compulsory one.

In summary, ,these independent dynamics arise out of the contradictory

policies that created an historical patchwork of compromises in establishing

a vorkable and stable educational system. On the one hand, it was necessary

for the schools to respond.to the powerful forces of the workplace, but on

the other it was necesary to endow them with the image of independence,
el

equality,and fairness in their operations. The internal contradictions

created by this divergence between function and image must necessarily

manifest themselves over the longer run. Indeed, this is a major reason'

that Correspondence has broken down in some very crucial respects in recent

years.

Divergence of Education and Jobs

Whenever the hiqtorical path f the educati9nal system begins to diverge

signifidantly so that it fails to mediate the contradictions of-the workplace

,adequately or exacerbates those contradictions, there will be pressures on

the educational system to change. Changes in the workplace may also ensue

to mediate the manifestations of the underlying contradictions of capitalist

work, and these will also have educational consequences. One of the most

important of these divergences in recent years has been reflected in the

/

/
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urplus of eduCated persons relative the number"of available jobs requiring

igh levels of education. 'Throughout both Western Europe and the United

States, there exist large and apparently, increasing numbers of educated-

unempiojed and underemployed persons. This phenomenon has an enormous poten-

tial for triggering reforns in both education and work, and it will be the

focus of this section.

As we emphasized,-an important component of the demand fof schooling

by individuals and families is rerated to theif quest for social mobility.

Higher levels of edubational attainment are associated with better occupa-

tional opportunities and indomes, and the expectation of a better job and

income are important factOrs which motivate students to obtain additional

schooling. But, continuing corresponaence between the educational System

and that of prodion require that the nu ber of educated persons that are

produced at each level be readily absOrbed the occupational hierarchy in

the sense that the particular sil1s, attitudes, behaviors, and expectations
ofv.

associated with each educational level will be matched by appropriate occu-

pational opportunities that draw upon these attributes. Thus, the expansion

of educated persons cannot exceed the expansion in the number of appropriate

jobs for each level of education, without creating a mismatch between the

proficiencies of,othe educated person and the characteristics of his or her job.

More generally, the occupational hierarchy at the upper levels must

expand rapidly enough to absorb the increases in educated.persOns that cor-

respond to those levels. In period of very rapid economic growth, a differ-
.

ent problem may arise, but one that ib more readily resolved. There may be

a shortage of educated workers. In that casd there is pressure on firms

to train and upgrade existing workers and labor-market entrants to fill

needed positions for which there are not enough candidates with appropriate

5 _L
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n contrast, it is far more difficult to set out

policies which can resolv the problems of overeducation.

The seventies were a period of over-production of educated persons in

the advanced capitalist, societies. In particular, the.educational systems

were producing more persons with higher educational credentials than there

were job opportunitieb that could utilize such trSining. The result is that

unemployMent,rates of college and ury.versity graduates rose, and perhaps -

even more prevalent' wsS the shift of such persons to occupations that did

not require traditionally a college education.

According to the recent analysis of the Carnegie Commission, on Higher

Education (1973: Chap. 3) for eheUnited States, there have been threelf,

distinct phases. Prior to 1950 it appears that the opportunities for college

graduates kept pace with the supply with the exception of periods of s'vere

economic dislocation such as the depression of the thirties and World War II.

From 1950 to the middle sixties, the expansion of opportunities outpaed the

increase in the number of college graduates. This represented a goldlen age

of'sorts for college graduates as their salaries rose at a more rapid rate

than those for other groups (Welch 1970; Freeman 1976: Chap. 3). 134t, since

the late sixties there has been a far greater expansion inithe numher of

college-educated youths than in the number lreppropriattjobs for persons

with college-level training.

In contrast, by the late 1970's virtually all of the Western European

countries and the United States were facing vast problems of youth unemploy-

ment and underemployment. Perhaps, more important, the education of'these

unemployed youth was at unprecedentedly high levels, and there were immense

problems in even finding jobs for college and university graduates.
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Moreover, many of
-
the jobs that were available for the college graduate were

at occupational levels which had been filled traditionally by persons with

14.
considerably-lets education. How did this situation arise, and what are itS

future consequences for education and work?

Causes of Overeducation

There are two principal underlying causes of the overeducation phenom-

enon. The first is a relative decline in economic growth generally and in

. the shift to higher status-Ocupations specifically, and the second is the

large increase in the number of educated persons entering the labor market.

Let us review briefly each of fhese in turn. The provision of increasing

numbers of professional and managerial occupational positions depends

crucially on growth in the economy.and shifts in the structure of the economy

towards industries that use these types of personnel. While economic expan-

Sion was an important factor ,historically in increasing the numbers of high

14 level positions, andAt was a particular crucial factor in the post-World

War II period, the rate of economic growth has declined to levels that are

-considerably below historical growth rates.

By the early seventies, not only had the shorter run effects of a

werld business recession taken their course, but a number of longer run

factors have suggested that econoiic growth rates 'will not approach again

the rapid expansion of the post-World War iI period.
9
These factors include

the problems of shortages and rapidly rising costs of energy and other non-
,

renewable resdurces, chronic problems of inflation, increasing capital

requirements, falling rates of profit on investments in the developed

countries as a result of over-accumulation and saturation of markets, and

rising investment opportunities in the third world with their large pools
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of low-wage labor and few inhibitions on the despoilation of theifenviron-

ments, All of these factors taken together suggest that the economic growth

of the post-war period that provided such an important source of expansion

of ,anagerial and professional positions for educ4ed persons is not likely

to be repeated in the foreseeable future.

Further, historically all of the advanced capitalist countries experi-

enced a profound shift from agriculture to manufacturing and in more recent

years to the services. With these shifts came concomitant occupational mov6--

iments from farmwork to 'blue collar jobs and to white,collar employment and

/
/an expanding managerial and professional component in the workforce. 'For

/ example, in 1900 about 10.percent,of both the male and female labor force

were found in managerial and professional occupations in the U.S. (Gordon

1974:28).. These proportions had risen to 14 percent for males and 16 per-

cent for females by 1940 and to 28 percent and 19 percent respectively by

1970. However, since 1970 there has been almost no increase in this ratio,

sugge6ting a growth rate in these occupations that has slowed to that of

the U.S. labor force generally (Employment and Training Report of the

President 1976:235). Moreover, as'Freeman (1976:64-69) has noted, the growth

of industries that utilize college-educated persons will be especially

sluggieh in comparison with the unusually high growth period of the sixties.

In summary, the slower pace of economic growth in the United States

and Western Europe in combination with a particular decline in the expansion

of those industries that are education-intensive suggests a slackening demand

for the college graduate relative to ths'eimmediate-past. This situation

4
,A

differs from the very rapid increase in professional and, managerial oppor-

tunities that followed World War II.

In contrast, with the reduction in the expansion of appropriate jobs,

ofak,

54
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the number of pergods entering the labor market with college credentials has

increased substantially. In both Western Europe and the United States, the

number of youth of college or university age have reached unprecedented

levels'because of an earlier baby boom that, created this demographic bulge.

While the-effects of this demographic phenomenon are'likely to subside in
1/

terms of its impact on increasing the numbers of college-educated workers,

other effects are likely to increase both aggregate participation in pos%-

secondary education and in the labor supplY of such persons.

These other factors iriclilde the high levej_s of university enrollments

stimulated by the reforma of the secondary schoOl in Wegtern Europe and by
41.

the declining value of the secondary school certificate in both the United

States and in Western Europe. As college educated workers are forced to

take jobs that would have employed secondary school graduates, the prospects

--for the secondary school graduate have been declining at an even more rapid

pace. In the United States, the private rates of return for a college educe-

tion appear to have been holding steady or 'even increasing:as salaries for

college griduates have risen at a-slightly faster rate than for ftigh school

graduates and as unemployment rates have risen-at a slower rate (Grasso 1977):

Finally, not only might-we expect high enrollment rates in colleges

and universities to hold those levels or even increase-as the economic

prospects foi lower levels of education decline, but an increasing portion

of college graduates are likely to enter the labor market. ,There are two

reasons for this. First, there has been a secular trend both the United

.States and in Europa for women to incre their labor forte participation.,

Thus, more college educated women will be entering the labor market

than in the,past td compete for available-jobs.' Second, there is an independ-

ent effect of the job shortage that will reinforce this-effeCt. With
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difficulties in obtaining high remuneration for male college graduates,

there will be greater pressures for bleir wives to work to essist in main-

taining a middle class living standard.

In summary, the expansion of college level training is likely to

-persist or taper off at very high'levels so that a very large proportion of

'the entering work force will have received,some post-secondary training in

both Western Europe and the United States. In contrast,only a refatively .

Small proportion of new jobs will require the types of skills and personality

traits associated with that level of education. The result will be that a

very large number of youth who will be entering the labor market will find

that their job expectations will not be satisfied by available opportunities
7

s' 1
and that they are overeducated relative to the requirements of hleir work.

0

Overeducation and Unfulfilled Expectations

Overall, then, the long run picture sUggests that coile"ge graduates

-are likely to have greater expectations with respect to their occupational

attainments than the labor matket Can fulfill. In the past there was thp)

4xpectation that if one obtained the appropriate level of education, one

could also attain an occupation that was consonant with that level of edu-

cation. To a large degree that set of expectations still seems to be

evident as reflected in the occupational aspirations of youth. Table 1

compares the occupational aspirations of a national sample of U4S: high

school graduates of 1972 with the occupational pattern in the labor force

for both 1972 and projections for 1985. Even two and one half years after

leaving high school,(dfter participating in either the labor market or c011ege

or 'both), abOut half of the'respondents aspired to professional and technical

careers. But,- such occupations accounted for only about 14 percent of
,J

So



Table 1

Occupational AspirationT of High School Class of 1972 During
Their Senior Year and 2 /2 Years.Later, and Composition of the
Labor Force by Occupational Group: 1972 and, Projected to 1985

Percentage Distributions
Occupational Aspirations
orthe High

of 1972
Sdhoo1 l Class

Occupational Group Labor Force
1974-21/2 years

1572 in after leaving 1972 1985
high ichool high school2 actual projected

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Professional and techniCal workers 54.0 49.9 14.1 16.8

Clerical workers 16.0 .12.7 17.4 - 19.4

Managers, officials, and proprietors 5.0 11.7 9.8 10.3

.Service workers 7.0 4.9 13.5 13.2

Sales workers 3.0 1.9 6.6 6.4

Craftsmen 8.0 9.6 13.2 12.8

Operatives 2.0 4.0 16.5 15.1

Laborers and foram workers 4.0 8.9 6.0

1. Based on responses to questions asking what kind of work respondents would
would like to do (1972), and what kind of work they expect to be doing when
they are 30 years old (1974).

2. Preliminary data. Estimates are unweighted.
3. Percentage distributions may not add to 100.0 because of rounding

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare National Center
for Education Statistics, Naiional Longitudinal Study of the High School
Class of 1972, preliminary data and U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Occuiiational Outlook Handbook, 197273 and 1973-74 editions
as printed in U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Ofiice of

Education, The Condition of EdUcation 1976, p. 245

A
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positions in the labar force in 1972 with a projection to about 17 percent

some 13 years later in 1985. In contrast, far fewer respondents aspired 'to

the lawer-level occupations, 'even though there were relatively more positions

in the labor force in these areas.

With additional years of schooling, individuals expect that the jobs

that they are able to,obtain correspond to their higher educational status.

Not only are there prestige differences in terms of occupations that have

required traditionally more education (Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan 1972),

but there are substantial differences among occupations in income (Sewell

and Hauser 1975) and in fringe benefits, employment stability, working condi-

tions, and independence (Duncan 1976). Thus the question that arises is

what will be the consequences of such expectations if they are left

unfulfilled.

Before talking about these in concrete terms, it is important to note ,

the context in which job dissatisfaction by the young over-educated worker

is viewed. In the past, economic irisecurity seemed to be a dominant factor

in the adaption of workers to jobs that were below their expectations or

which were intrinsically distasteful. Moreover, the possibility of future

upward mobility gave at least a hope that things might become substantially

better through conscientiousness and hard work. But, recent surveys haVe

shown some rather distinct breaks from the past, partially due to the higher
'aryl°

educational,levels of youth and partially to the objectively better economic

circumstances of a society with unemployment insurance, public assistance,

and other kinds of economic cushions. An extensive survey of U.S. college

seniors in 1972 summarized:

In work attitudes and perceptions of the most salient
characteristics of work, students see themselves as being
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quite different from their parents. Two significant and
striking differences emerge when students are asked to compare
their work needs with those of their fathers. Students see

themselves as being.far less concerned than their fathers

with earnings and security and much more, concerned-with the
nature and purposes of the work. Students stress the more
altruistic and intrinsic aspects of the job. They seek
interesting work which will be useful to society and of benefit
to others, will allow them to express individUality, and will
enhance individual growth (U.S. Department of Labor 1974:4).

These views are further reinforced by the public opinion polls of U.S. youth

and particularly the trends in the data. For example, based upon compara-

tive studies between 1967 and 1973, Yankelovich (1974) found that:

Today's generation of young people is less fearful of economic
inSecurity than generations in the past. They want interesting
and challenging work, but they assume that their employers
cannot -- or will not -- provide it. By their own say-so, they
are inclined to take "less crap" than older workers. They are

not as automatically loyal to the organization as their fathers,
and they are far more cognizant of their own needs and rights.
Nor are they as awed by organizational* and hierarchical authority.
Being less fearful of "discipline" and the threat of losing their
jobs, they feel free to express their discontent in myriad ways,
from fooling around on the job to sabotage. They are better
educated than their parents, even without a college degree. They

want more freedom and opportunity and will struggle hard to
achieve it (Yankelovich 1974:37).

In summary, the prospect of job dissatisfaction and its possible deleterious

consequences for productivity seem to be increasingly related to the disparity

between rising expectations for'better jobs and the available job opportun-

ities, and there is reason to believe that this is equally true for Western

European youth.

Education has been found to be related to job-dissatisfaction in a

number of studies. The most thorough examination of the relationship between

education and job satisfaction Was carried out by Quinn and Baldi de

Mandilovitch (1975). Using the extensive data from the 1971 Quality of

Employment Survey as well as sophisticated statistical techniques to attempt

to isolate the relations of education and job satisfaction, they found that:

5
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"The most dissatisfied workers were those who were too highly educated for

their jobs (p. vii). In a related study, Kalleberg and Sorensen (19713)

found that workers whose educational levels exceeded the estimated educa-

tional requirements for jobs showed higher levels of job dissatisfaction.

Thus the evidence points consistently to the probability that as the dis-

crepancy grows between the job expectations of the young and increasingly

educated entrants to the labor force and the actual jobs that will be avail-

able, the dissatisfaction of this group will increase.

Job Dissatisfaction and Implications for Production

But, if job dissatisfaction is a rising function of the discrepancy

between the educational requirements of existing jobs and the rising levels

of educational attainments and job 'expectations of the young, it is important

to ask what implications such dissatisfactiorrs halve for work organizations.

While there have been only a small number of studies that have addressed

this iSsue in a systematic way, there are a number of investigations and

other evidence that suggest that such dissatisfactions will have a negative

ppact on productivity. It is important to mention that there are few

accurate indices on the extent to which such factors as employee turnover,

alcoholism, absenteeism, drug problems, sabotage and related problems of
-

quality control, or wildcat strikes have changed over time generally and

virtually no information on such changes for those occupations and industries

1
that have been most impacted by young and over-educated workers.

1
The result

is that it is difficult to relate rises in overeducation to such costly

problems as work stoppages, deterioration in quality control, and employee

12
turnover or absenteeism.

The problem of linking changes in the proportion of overeducated
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1

workers to longer term changes in worker behavior is further compounded by

the effects of the business cycle. During periods of recession, the low

demand for labor and high rates of unemployment will tend to discipline the ,

work force. The lack of alternative employment will tend to reduce worker

disruption, turnover, and,absenteeism. Thus while employee absentee rates

rose from 1967-1970, they'seem to have leveled'off or even fallen during the

recent recession (J. Hedges 1973 and 1975). Obviously,,it is the longer

run changes-that are of interest in looking at the overeducation issue

rather than the short run, cyclical changep. ,A,related problem is the lack

of consistency in both concepts and oPerationalization of such terms as

employee turnover or absenteeism as well as other measures of worker diss-
A

atisfaction and behavior. Different studies on the subject have viewed the k

phenomenon and its Measurement in different ways, and statistical Studies

that have looked for relationships have varied considerably in their rigor13.

However, there is considerable support for the view that job dissatis-

14
faction is directly related to both absenteeism and turnover. Moreover, the

view is intuitively compelling, although the relationship is probably a

complex one that requires'an improved understanding of both social-

psychological dynamigs of the workplace as well as the research operational-

ization of these.concepts (Brayfield and Crockett 19631 Srivasta"et '1975):

More direct ties between overeducation and indices of employee

productivity such as employee turnover have been reviewed by Berg (1970).

In general, he concludes from a variety of evidence that overeducation may

have deleterious consequences for production. The most ambitious study that

explored the connection between hiring standards and actual job requirements

(Diamond and Bedrosian 1970) was carried out for ten major "entrY and near-
*

entry" jobs in each of five white-collar and four blue-collar occupations
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as well as one service occupation for twenty groups of establishments

among fourteen industries in two metropolitan regions. The minors found

that hiring requirements were unrelated to job performance across cities,

industries, or companies, and for some seventeen of the twenty samples

there was little or no difference in job performance associated with the

level of educational attainment of the worker. But, the differences between

the hiring standards and the actual requirements needed for the jobs

"...appeared to be an important cause of costly turnover in a major segment

of virtually all of the 20 groups" (p.7).

Moreover,,recent survey results suggest a relationship between job
(1

dissatisfaction and both idaUstrial sabotage and drug usage within the work-

IP
place. Quinn et al. (1973) investigated these linkages with data from tt&

-%

extensive Quality of Employment Survey. They found that workers' report's of

industrial sabotage were most common athong dissatisfied workers, young

workers, and men (p. 40).

These findings also comport with the few case studies of work organi-

zations characterized by iising numbers of young and more highly educated

workers. Perhaps the most poignant of these cases is the experience of

.General Motors with its newly.situated Vega plant at Lordstown, Ohio. Its

relatively highlY educated and young workforce responded with wildcat

strikes, sabotage, high absenteeism, drugs, and other disruptive activities

'
to attempts by management to tighten worker discipline and to increase pro-

duction levels to the designed capacity of' the plant (Aronowitz 1973:

Chapter 1). A similar picture is described for a steel mill (Kremen 1972),

and a more general pattern is described by the Work in America Report (U.S.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 1973) with high estimated

losaes in productivity for both businesses and government (Walton 1976).
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In summary, we have suggested that the rising levels of overeducation

for the available jobs in conjunction with relatively high levels of

affluence are tending to create increasing problems for the production of

goods;and services, in the United States. The higher levels of education of

youth are spawning enhanced expectations for jobs that will confer high

status,,income,,and responsibility. But, the expansion,of such occupational
0

. .

positiOns is falling far short of the increases of college-educated youth,

A

and there also appears to be a tendency for existing professional and mana-

gerial jobs to become more routinized or proletarianized over time.

(Braverman 1974; Bright 1966). It is expected'that these contradictory

' dynamics will create increasing dissatisfaction in the workplace as expecta-
:

tions are fruStrated and these frustrations will threaten productivity.by

15
iucreasing the level of disruptive behavior among workers. N.

Implications for Reform of Education and Work

As we emphasized at the beginnihg of this section, the independent

dynamiFof the educational system has implications for changing both work

and education. As the educational system diverges in a variety of ways

from its earlier pattern of correspondence, it begins to fail to mediate

contradictions. The expansion of the system of education to satisfy the
. _

ideology of social mobility through educational mobility is an important

example of a phenomenon which will ultimately provide a disruptive effect

on production if permitted to continue. Of course as the threats to produc-

tivity and the symptoms of worker unrest increase, there will be a variety

of attempts to stem the divergence of schools and firms through reforms of

both the workplace and education. In particular, both the state and

capitalist enterprises will attempt to alter the system of educational



organization and that of work in order to once again establish a smoother
1

pattern of correspondence between thetwo institutions. And, many of these

reforms are already in evidence.

On the side of the workplace, there are increasing attempts to change

the organization of work. These include attempts to humanize work and to

increase worker participation at the various organizational levels as well

as to provide educational sabbaticals for workers to "retool" their skills

and refresh their spirits. On the educational side there are attempts at

disrupting the normal educational patternH by spreading education and train-

ing over a lifetime through "recurrent" or "li'felong" edudation while

reducing the demands for conventional academic credentials. In addition,

there is a major trend 'towards emphasizing career education, an attempt to

integrate more closely the workplace and the school. This latter movem'ent

is comprised of a large number of reforms of curriculum content, counseling,

and organizational change in the schools. Intleta. following sections we will

review some of these changes.
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V. TRE MOVEMENT TOWARD WORKPLACE DEMOCRACY

In previous sections we maintained that the educational system is no

longer able to mediate the contradictions of capitalist work and that the

independent dynamic of the educational system has even acted to increase

disruptive and conflictive behavior in the workplace. In particular, young

workers with"relatively high educational levels who have not experienced

economic deprivation are likely to reject increasingly both the types of

jobs that will be available as well as the overall controfting conditions

of the work setting. Symptoms of this mS.laise will be reflected in rising

incidences of worker turnover, ebsenteeism, sabotage, wildcat strikes,

quality deterioration of product, and challenges to discipline and existing

work organization. And, these matters will not be ones that will be

resolvable through northal collective bargaining with trade unions. Such

threats to production and productivity will have high potential costs, and

the pressures exhibited by both managers and workers.to reorganize or reform

the workplace will be intense.

Types of Workplace Reforms'

It is important to be more concrete about what is meant about reforms

of the workplace. Since the word reform is often used to refer to quite

different things, we will attempt to utilize it more precisely by referring

to two types of workplace reforms, technical and political ones. Technical

changes_ refer to those alterations of the workplace that can be carried dht

without changing the governance of the firm in terms of the allocation of

decision-making authority. Such reforms can include the redesign of jobs to make

them more interesting or the use of flexible working schedules whqop employees

can set their awn hours. They can encompass changes in the physical work
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environment or policies of organizational develo ment.that improve commun-

ications, among employees. All of these are conpidered to be technical in

nature in that the existing management can make the decisions and hire the

appropriate technical specialists to design and implement the changes.

In contrast with the technical category, political changes in the

workplace refer to those that altdr the goVernance or decision-making, frame-
/

work. These, in turn, can be divided intb micro- and macro-political

reforms where the former denotes-change71 in the internal decision-making

of the work enterprise, and the latter refers to-modifications of the

Sternal or overall governance.of the firm. It is useful to review each of

these political categories of reform in greater detail, since we will

'suggeit that they.represent the categories of response to the present threats

to productivity by 'overeducated" workers.

Micro-political changes represent alterations in the,internal decision

making of the work enterprise that increase the participation of workers in

matters which affect the.nature and organization of their work. The polit-

ical aspect of these modif9ations is due to the inherent change in the ,

distribution of power over the particular decisions that are included in

the reform.' In these cases sOme traditional managerial prerogatives are

relinquished or shared with workers. The micro-aspect ofthis category

refers to the fact that such increasesin worker participation ate limited

to a specific set of factors that govern the execution of the work rather

than encompassing:those macro-political dimensions that govern the operation .

of the'organization itself. Thus, the typicarmicto-political modification

of the' work enterprise will increase the participation of workers in deter-

mining such matters A's production scGdules, training regimen,*work assign-

ments, and work methods. However, such changes will not affect the overall
-`
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control of the organization as reflected in decisions on the choice of

products or services to be produced, pricing policies, investment plans,

distribution of profits, or overall Organizational structure. In summary,

micro-political changes tend to increase the participation of employees in

those decisions which affect the nature and performance of their jObs

within the overall governance structure that defines the operafions and
*

purpose of. the enterprise.

A general term that is' used to describe attempts to increase worker

particiPation in'what are tradItionally thought of as managerial functions
,

is that of job enrichmenC(H. Rush 1971: 13-14). This approach is based largely

Upon-the work-Of, Herzberg (1966) and Argyris (1957 and 1964) which argues that

Ole most important motivating factors of a job are those which provide intrinsic.

rewards to the job-holder such as feelings of achievement, personal recog-

nition, control of the'work process, and responsibility. Job enrichment

apProaches assume thatsworkers can be more highly motivated by increasing

the content of vertical or hierarchical responsibilities of the job such"

as planning, organizing and evaluating the work in addition to_performing it.

One of the most important applications of this concept is that of the

autonomous work group. This approach divides the functions of the organi-

zation,into-relatively nall work groups that make decisions on how the work

will be performed. The assumption is tRat most employees can relate much

better to a small and identifiable group of which-they aremembers than to

a large'impersonal organization. This attachment to the group and the high

level of communication and interactioh among its members fosters the ability

of the group to make internal dediSions about how the work will be performed.

While, the group is accountable to a'higher level of manAgement for its over=

-all -performance, the internal assignments, scheduling-, training, and
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_consideration of new Work practices are relegated to the work group itself.

Much of the development of these ideas has bes_carried out by several

researchers at the Tavistock ilLitute in London along, with colleagues at_

the WOrk iesearch Institutes in-OslO (Herbst 1962; Ethery and Thorsrud 1969).

The illustration of changes in Swedish automobile.manufacture provides

a good example of these types of changes in decision-making (Gyllenhammer 1977).

While the shift from assembly lines to work teams is one that-is based

upon technical redesign.of the organizatiori,'it also represents substantial

micro-political changes based upon the ability of groups of workers to

determine within reasonably broad limits the organization_of their work.

The SWediSh examPle also shows-the degree to which various work reforms may

fit into mOre than one subcategory of the classification scheme. In partic-

ular, the "political types of reforms almost invariably have technical

implications, although the opposite is not necessarily-true. Many technical

changes in jobs can be carried out wiEhout affecting the pattern of decision-

16_
making.

In addition t the approaches that increase the direct participation

qf workers.in the decisions that affect their work"activAties, there are
VP.

other forms of participative management. -Perhaps the most important of these

is the use of worker councils or committees that are elected by workers or

appointed by workers.and managers tO resolve jointly with the management

some of the major policy, issues regarding the work setting (JenkinS 1974a:

-
.68-72). To a large degree,this Is the de facto'approaCh usea in British

.industrial relations where the shop stewards represent the unionized workers

with respect t management-worker conflicts and changes in-employment and

work practices: While this process has,evolvedin the Britis'h case'as part

of the normal industrial relations practice, the use of.Worker councils as
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a participative methanism by management is.,being cOsideted increasingly

in enterprises in the-United States and, We-stern Eutope. As we will note in
,

the next section, the workers'-council also represents the,hasic.building
r

t

block of the Yugoslavian macropolitiCai model.

Macro-POlitical changes include those modifications that are designed

to give workers a greater measure of control of and participation in the

work eneerptise as a whole, rather than just:within their own work units.

While the micro-political changes include oniy-internal modifidations in, the

distribution of decision-making roles, macro-political alterations encompass,

changes in the governance and direction of the total work organization

itself. In-principle such reforms can increase the participation of Workers

in virtually all the policies of the firm -from internal work practices to,

the selection and marketing of products, determination of prices and invese

ment pblicies, and allocation of profita or surpluses. At least these are

the.pOssfbilities represented by such changes in -governance.

The specific form of any macro-politfcal reform is crucial in deter-

mining the nature of the resultS. This is especially evident in the, case of

f-
employee ownership. -In Some ways this would seem to be the'most far-reaching

of the macro-political changes, in that employee ownership should vese in
_

the'employees the rights to govern their awn Work organization and the nature

of the work situation. But, in fact, employee ownership may have. little to

do with employee 'Participation fn management.

There are at leat mo general forms of employee ownership, the first

*
being manageMent-initiated and the second,being worker-initiated. Management-

inftiated types .of employee ownetship usually consist of a program.in which

part of the remuneration of employees is offered in the form-of stocks or

'options eo purchase stock on the Lasis of seniority,,salary, 'or posieibn.
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In other cases, the employees acting as a group purchase the flrm by obtain-

ing a'loan _that is repaid out of profits. Perhaps the.best known plan for
A,

making such-a transfer in the U.S. is that of the Employee Stotk Ownership

Plan or ESOP which will be discussed in greater detail in,a subsequent section.17

,

Typically, management win Choose the first of these plans as a means

of supplementing wage and salary benefits while building a mechanism to

increase employee motivatioh and prodtctiTity. The second of these is

'usually adopted primarily as a meansfor increasins, the amount of capital in

the firm which is-an intrinsic attribu of the Ei0P, approc114 Accordingly,

it is noi sUrprising that management-initiated plans to increase employee

ownership do not construct a mechanism for the employees to participate in

the management of the firm. Indeed, it is probably safe to say that in a

majority of these cases the employees seem to be content to leave tese

decisions to traditional managerial hierarthres with the tacit view that

professional expertise is necessary to obtain maximum grOwth and returns to

their stock ownership.

In contrast, employee-initiated ownership plans almost invariably

result in direct or representative participation in governing the work enter-

Rrise. The most typical approach is that Of the producers' cooperative i °

which the members both own and manage the organization.. Such organizations

can be created initially in a cooperative form where the members or employees .

are requirJt to invest in the enterptise, or they can derive from the conver-
.

0 446 -

,sion of.conventional-firms to the produper cboperative.mode (P..Bernstein

1974; Carnoy and'Levin 1976A). In these cases, the wOrkers exercise control

of both the internal organization of,vork.sas,well as_lekeld "Of remuneration,
\ .

product planning and development, Marketing, priting, and other functions.

In capitalist societies, the producer cooperatiiie represents the most complete



form of macro-political reform vis-a-vis the traditional capitalist

relationship.

A second macro-political reform is the inclusion of worker representa-

tion on corporate boards. This form of macro-political change is especially

'important in Western Europe. For example, in the Federal Republic of' Germany,

9 policy of co-determination or Mitbestimmung has been adopted that requires

from one-third to one-half of the places on the governing boards Of firms to

be delegated to workers (D. Jenkins,1974a: Chap: 8). This approach would be

r"

somewhat equivalent o requiring that corporate boatds of directors in'the

United States have significant proportions Of worker representatives. The ,

Commission of the European Edonomic Community or Common Market has also

indicated a movement in this direction with the recommendation of a statute

in June 1976 that would require co-determination and workers' councils for

companies operative in,ttio or more members countries. (Doc. COM (76) 253

final, June 3, 1976.) In addition, a British Commission on Industrial

Democracy has recommended recently that the governing boards of all British

firms employing more than 2000 persons be required to include elected worker

representatives (Department of Trade 1977). While worker representation on

the Board of Directors is clearly on the upswing in Western Europe, it is

not clear that the co-determination approach has had-much of an impact on

the nature'.of work and work organization, and the policy is exceedingly

controversial with respect to its impact.
18

A third, form of macro-political work reform is that of worker self-
,

management under Conditions where the enterprise is not owned directly by

.the employees. This particular situation is relevant especially to the

public sector, where ihe focus of the approach is on the direct power of

workers to govern their own work organizations. This mode of control can

7,
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take many forms, but the Yugoslavian version is the most highly developed.

r
The Yugoslavian model is based upon workers' councils that make the major

policy decisions for the firms. Among small enterprises (less than thirty 4(

employeeb), all of the workers are members of such councils; and alTiong,

larger enterprises, the councils are elected by the workforce. The council

holds all formal power, and it makes decisions regarding hiring and firing,

salaries, investment, and other operatimas of the firm.1
9

Unlike some of the

forms of worker participation that were referred to in the micro-political

category where workers and work councils are accountable to management,

under the Yugoslavian arrangement the management is accountable to the workers.

Such managers are appointed by the elected representatives of the central

board of management. The personal income of the workers is dependent both

upon the overall success of the enterprise as well, as the contribution of

the individualtowards that,success, although a minimum income is guaranteed

to the individual independent of these criteria.

Various versions of worker self-management are also found in China,

Cuba, and Israel. In both China and Cuba there is emphasis on direct partic-

ipation in management and operations, rather than participation through

representation. All members of the work enfterprise,are expected to play

active roles in contributing eo the formaeion of the work process-

(C. Bettelheim 1975 and A. MacEwan 1975.) The Israeli kibbutz or collective

is another well-known example of macro-politital worket control, where all

decisions about production and the distribution add use of productive sur-
.

pluses are made by the membership. The traditional work hierarchy is elim-

ina4ed in favor of a democratic mechanism for making collective decisions

regarding both production and consumption. (D. Jenkins 1974a: Chap. 6;

K. S. Fine 1973.)
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A final category of macro-political reform is that of nationalization

of industry. This change refers to the transfer of a firm or industry from

the private to the public sector. Such a transfer has obvious implications

in terms of an alteration in the governance of the work organization. The

exact forms of change will depend crucially upon the nature of the transfer

and the political context iniwhich nationalization takes place. At the

one extreme, a trditional corporate management might be replaced by a trad-

itional government bureauCracy, with no significant modifications in the

organization of wortc.; Indeed, it has been argued that from the viewpoint

of the workers, nationaliation can reduce the possibilities:for change

rather than increase them. Certainly, this has been one of the major crit-

icisms of the state socialist societies of the Eastern Bloc. On the other

side, it is possible to construct a scheme of nationalization that integrates

worker participation in the decision-making apparatus such as that of

Yugoslavia. Again, the exact form and implications for modification of the

workplace will depend crucially on both the national and historical context.

In general, macro-political organizational reforms represent the most

far-reaching possibilities for changing the nature of work organizations to

increase the,participation of workers in affecting the nature of their jobs

and their, work relatibnships. That is, with major changes in the overall

governance, corresponding modifications can-take place in internal governance

and in the technical arrangements of work organization. Of course, as noted,

this hierarchical approach tO describing work reforms from micro-technical

ones to macro-political changes tends to subsume the former categories under

each successive classificationalthough there may be exceptions to this

generalization. For example, employee ownership may change none of the
-

characteristics of the work organization beyond who receives the dividends,
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and profitsharing'plans or co-determination may also have no effect on the.

nature of work.

WHICH REFORMS ARE MOST LIKELY?

The classification scheme that,we have presented gives some indication

of the variety of possible work reforms that might be considered as alterna-

tives to the present organization ,of work. However, this ,does not mean that

they are all equally likely to be adopted inrthe future. First, it should

be borne in mind that each form of work organization arose under a concrete

set of historical conditions and Within a specific cultural, pOlitical, and

economic context. The conditions that will support any particular approach

will not necessarily be present as reforms are considered. For example,

it is probable that the Yugoslavian method of work organization in its ,

existing.form is only possible within a national system of decentralized

socialism. Thus, the classification represents a theoretical set of alter-

natives, but the actual alternatives must necessarily'be constrained by

the particukar context.

A second point that is worth mentioning is that the attempt to change

a basic social institution like the workplace or school is replete with

trial and error and struggles among groups with different interests. This

means that such reforms might follow a pattern that is rather unstable in

the short run with failures and new reforms attempted until a longer run

stability is achieved. For example, enterprises may attempt to provide

technical reforms without increasing worker participation, only to find that

these types of changes do not alleviate the problems towards which they were

addressed. 771-that case, the next step might be an attempt at a micro-

political change in work organization. Alternatively, a micro-political
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reform might be attempted that creates new problems in the work organiza-

tion such as the rising dissatisfaction of middle managers who get "squeezed"

between worker decisions and executive decisions. In that case, the firm

may decide t9 seek a different participative approach that avoids this

problem or to step away from micro-political reforms.

That the process of change is not a linear and smooth one is'eVident

from our dialectical approach. However, in the short run the types of

changes that will be tried and the struggles that will ensue will depend

upon a number of factors, These include the matter of who takes the initia-

tive: management, workers, trade unions, or government. For example, it is

likely that management will take an incremental approach to change, begin-

ning with the change that will encroach least upon managerial prerogatives,

while workers will attempt to obta.in those changes that maximize such

encroachments (A. Gorz 1968). But, the important point is that the follow-

ing analysis is not desigied to predict the precise nature and direction of

these short run conflicts as much as it is to predict the types of changes

that are consistent with a longer run structural solution of the conflicts.

Of course, as we will emphasize at the end of this section, even the longer

run equilibrium will eventually decompose.under the dynamics of the dialect-

ic, as long as the internal contradictions of capitalism persist. In that

sense, today's solution will become tomorrow's "problem."

Thus, we must ask the question of what types of changes will contribute

to mediating the contradiction of the workplace so that production proceeds

illoothly and profitability is maintained. A useful way of answering this

question might be to review the criteria of a good job set out by workers

and potential workers and to contrast these with the requirements of firms.'

Following this it is possible to review the role of trade unions and
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_government as intermediaries of change. Finally, we will note the most

likely'long run changes consistent withthis analysis, and we will discuss

in greater depth a few of the- possibilities.

Workers' Criteria

Yankelovich (1974) found that among young people there were few

differences in the criteria that they viewed were important aspects of a
I.

good job, whether the respondents were blue collar, white collar, or college-

trained professionals (p. 104). Table 2 shows those top job criteria

reported by a'majority of all young working people.

Table 2

Important job Criteria Indicated by Majority of Young Workers*

(1) Friendly, helpful co-workers (70 percent).

(2) Work that is interesting (70 percent).

(3) Opportunity to use your, mind C65 percent).

(4) Work results you can see (62 percent),

(5) Pay that is good (61.percent).

(6) Opportunity to develop skills/abilitieS.(61 percent):

(7) Participation in decisions regarding job (58 percent).

(8) Getting help needed to do the job well (55 percent)..

(9) Respect for organization you work for (55 pernt).

(10) Recognition for a job well done (54 percent).

*Source: D. Yankelovich 1974: 104.
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Thee criteria are remarkably similar to those set out by industrial

psychologists and other specialists who have attempted to consider the most

important dimensions for improving the quality of working life.
20

Further

empirical support is provided by a study of over 1500 American workers at

all occupational levels who were asked to rank in importance some 25 aspects

of work. The top eight categories were: (1) interesting work, (2) enough

mv
help and equipment to.get the job done, (3) enough information to get the

job done', (4) enough authority to get the job done, (5) good pay,

(6) opportunity to develop special abilities, (7) job security, and (8) see-

ing the results of one's work (U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. 1973: 13). The overall

conclusion seems to be that while issues of pay and mobility are still

important, workers in general and young workers in particular are seeking

Iv ...to become masters of their immediate environments and to feel that their

work and.they themselves are important -- the twin ingredients of self-

esteem" (Ibid.).

The reforms that are suggested by these criteria are a greater emphasis

on virtually all of the categories of workplace reform, but with a

spetific focus on the micro- and macro-political reforms that will increase

the degree of participation and cooperative decision-making that will

accomplish many of the goals in Table 2. In the U.S. context, a specific

reform that would seem central is that of the autonomous work group with

its emphasis on participation, cooperation with fellow workers, responsib-
8

ility for a relatively

i

1 rge share of the work process and product, and

'Nl
flexibility from one work situation to another. Optimally, workers would

wish to have the control implied by some of the macro-political reforms, but

it is important to consider additional constraints on the exentual deter-

mination.of which types of reforms will be adopted.
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Management Criteria

I most Situations it will not be the workers who initiate

work reforms, since it is the owners of capital-and their managerial repre-

sentatives who haVe the principal legal rights to determine the organization

of work in private enterprises and public administrators who have these

prerogatives in government agencies. This means that any changes will not

only'have to ,improve,the situation of workers, but they will also have to

be consistent with the criteria of public or private enterprises for

initiating modifications of the workplace. Accordingly, it is necessary

to set out criteria for modifying the work organization from the view of

owners and managers. To return to the original dilemma from their 15er-

spective, there appear to be increasing difficulties in integrating the
%lb

"new" worker into the production structure With increasing threats to

ptoductivity. Accordingly, the first criterion from the perspective of

such organizations is to maintain or to increase productivity. This means

that any modification must show promise of increasing labor )Voductivity

including such aspects as innovative behavior; initiation of new techniques

that increase productivity; adaptability to changing work procedures;

reduction of turnover, absenteeism, lateness, theft, sabotage, work stoppages,

and closer identification with the work organization (S. Seashore 1975,

p. 110).

While the prospect of increased productivity (or stemming a decline in

. productivity) is a necessary condition'for the adoption of a particular change

in the organization of work, it is not a sufficient condition. Productivity

is only of interest to a capitalist enterprise if it affects its profitab-

ility. Accordingly, such improvements in productivity must also be

captured ia the form of increased profits. This is the second criterion



that will govern the choice of workplace modification.. Some changes will

require immediate negotiations with workers and their trade unions who will

want increased benefits because of the obvious increases in productivity.

Other improvements in productivity will be more subtle, and the firm may

be able to expropriate all or a large share of the increased product into

increased profits. Thus, while the direct impact of a. modification of work

organization on productivity is a necessary criteriOn for change, the

21
indirect'effect on profits represents the ultimate critetton.

The final management criterion that will guide thef'search gr strat-

egies for changing the oreanization of work to improve productivity, and

profitability is that of control. The control of basic decisions about the

use of property or capital in production is vested in the owners of that

property as reflected in law. For obvious reasons, the history of work

organjization has been the development of a variety of managerial devices

that tend to consolidate.the control of 'the work organization and its work-

force'at the top of the organization.
22

While the technical-changes in the

organization work do not necessarily-require an erosion of this control,

many of the political changes do encroach on the traditional prerogatives

of management. Others yet may even make some of the middle levels of man-

agemeny redundant as workers make decisions that were usually relegated to

23
those middle echelons. The need of management to maintain control of the

work organization may even conflict with alternatives that would provide a

higher level of productivity, and this may be one of the.reasons for past

24
reluctance to adopt alternative organizational modes.

In summary, there are three criteria that management will use in

viewing prospective changes in the organization of work: productivity,

profitability, and control. Obviously, the three are closely related in-

a 9.
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that.higher labor productivity is's general requirement for increasing

*profitability, and control of the organization is a necessary ingredient

for setting out specific reforms for converting increased productivity into,

profits: Thus, those solutions which are most likely to meet these criteria

sill be more acceptable from the view of management, and it iS obvious that

there will not be a complete overlap between the preferences of Workers and

those of management.

TradeUnion Criteria

Before examining the specffic types of reforms that are,consistent

With worker gnd management preferences, it 1s important'to examine briefly

the role of the trade unions and the state.

The trade unions have represented, oijganized labor in the collective

bargaining situation. To a large degree 4he trade unions have reflected a

corporate entity that has accepted to a major extent the overall capitalist

work relationship while bargaining in behalf of the workers on such issues

as salaries and wages, hours of work, emplzalit security, and safety

conditions. There-are at least two reasons that it is unlikely that the

trade unions in the U.S. will take the lead in altering the organization

of work.

The first is that the trade unions themselves have tended to lack an

interest-in highly decentralized and democratic (in the participative

democracy sense) solutions to the problems of work organization. The unions

tend to be structured as large countervailing powers to the monopoly' powers

of the big corporations with the emphasis on the same types of gtrong,

centralized bargaining strategieg. To a large extent the focus on different

situations in the workplace and their diverse solutions is viewed as
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diverting energies from the larger struggle with catdtalist employers as

well as threatening-worker solidarity by emphasizing local differences in 1

worker needs. Accordingly, the emphasis on large, centralized-trade unions
^

rather than smaller ones dominated by "grass-root;" coni'rol tends to pre-

-. -

clude a btrong'orlentation towards initiating changes in the workplace

(Aronowitz 1973: Chapter 4).

The second reaaon-that trade unions are not likely to take the lead

in these types of changes is that historically the alteration of the-work-

place has almost always represented an effort to reduce labor costs or

increase.productivity with concomitant threats to employment security.

Typically, attempts tp alter the ydprkplace have consisted of die replaeement

of men by, machines and the further subdivision-or labor. Given this histor-

ical pattern, it is not surprising that the unions are suspicioUS,of changes

in Work roles and that the trade.unions represent a rather conservative

elemeht in this domain: Some elAgence af the degree to which this attitude

is held is reflected in the fact that some three-fourths of both union and

management officials who were surveyed in 1974 agreed that: "Unions are

suspicious of job enrichment, but they will support it oncoe they are

confident it isn't a productivity gimmick" (Katzell, Yankelovich, et al.

1475:95).

For these and other reasons, AronOwitz (1973) concludes that:

The most notable feature of the present situation is that the
unions are no longer in a position of leadership in workers'
struggles; they are running desperately to catch up to their

-own membership (215).

In addition, it should be pointed out that only about one-quarter of the'

labor force belong to unions. Accordingly, though uniods will clearly be

concerned about changes in the nature of work, they are not likely to be
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the prime initiators in most instances. -Indeed, over the short fun they

'ard more likely to be a rather-conServative fOrce especially in those

industries where they have a strong bargaining.position: But, oVer the long

run they may have to yield to other forces such as grass-root pressures for

change (Aronowitz 1973; R. Hyman 1973).

State Criteria
a

The role of the capitalist state is somewhat more difficult to charac-

terize with respect to changes in the organization of.work. On the one hand,

the State must protect the rights of private.property, which would restrict its

role in altering the degred to which capitalist owners and managers determine

how-their capital will be used. On the other hand, the state has -shown a

long history in mediating tha contradictions of capitalism through the soc-,

isIization of workers and the sponsoring of laws which govern the capital-

labor relatiOn, phenomena that have been reviewed elsewhere.
25

Thus,

we would expect the State to intervene only in those caseS where the manifes-

tations of the capital-labor contradiction are so severe that there is a serious

challenge to the capitalist system itself. Such attempts will be oriented

towards making capitalism survive and more efficient. 26

While there is little recent evidence of direct state intervention in

the work relation in the United States, there is a strong presence in

Western Europe. In particular, the attempt to obtain widespread worker,

participation on the boards of firms at both the level of individual

countries such ap West Germany, Britain, and Holland and in the Common

Market itself reflects an attempt to structure the mediation of the conflict

in a particular direction, away from the demands of the letist labor move-

ments for nationalization of industry and worker self-management. Thus,'



the eniphasis on "Co=determinatioe reflects what Gor2 (1968) haacalled a

reformist-reform which would defuse the cc:inflict by accepting the existing
,

structure of capitalism while.altering the composition.of representatives

on the boarda. (See A. Lorz., 1968: 78.)..Thus, it is no surprise to fina
. .

that a report that was prepared for the Bullock Committee of Inquiry

(Departient of Trade, 1977) on Indusirial Democracy in the United, Kingdom

that had examined the European experience with co-determination has con7

cluded: "Worker dixecors have generally had little efiect on ,anything,

and secondly and consequently they have certainly had no catastrophic
0

s

effect on anything or anyone. 1;21

Sweden represents an impotant exception to this generalization where

there has been a long History.of-legislation supporting workers and trade

unions (Bernt Schi1ler.1977). Particularly with the reign of the Social

Democrats since the 1930'athere h, as existed a cooperative model between

the government, the employers association (SAF)-and the major trade unions

(LO) and (TC0). Oxi the one. side the government pushed for and achieved

numerous wAk refvrms\including extensive health and safety regulations,

'strong employment security through protection from arbitrary dismissal,

,
.

--,....,4 .
. .

right to lealie of absence for purposqs of atudY,.access to accounting infor-
,ti

mation in larger companies foli Purp&ses of negotiations, and most recentlY

the rights of the workers to.determine employMent pplicies'and the organiza-

tion and distribution of.work.
28

On the other-side, the government has insuted

the profitability of firms through relocation and training subsidies as well,

as a very active labor market policy.
29

Thus, the Swedish approach represents

one of the, most complete examples of involvement in the work environment ,

-
with the goalof avoiding conflict that might criai-Ot'trie nol-Mal functioning

-
of itseconamiE institutions. While other Scandinavian 9.Iuntries1haie

83
4



adopted some Of,these measures, none has .gnne.as far-as Sweden Schiller

1977). -'

%% s\
In,summary, the capitalist state will tend-to defend theiights of

capital as private property and will not'intervene in the organilation of

work except under cionditions of rising and potentially disruptive class

conflict. In that:Case it will-attempt to mediate the conflict by first

-

pursuing established.areas of state interyention such as education and train-

ingpatterns,. public assistance, or expanding public employment-rather than

.intervening id the,organization of work. To the degree thatauch interven-
..

tion becomes necessary it ia likely to take the form of creating reforms

that will tend to reduce the,overt conflict while maintaining the basic

structures of capitalist control-. Thus, the state performs'a crucial role

in averting the pressures by leftist groups to adopt more radical alterna-

tives. The movements toward-government support of co-determination in

Western Europe seem to represent an interesting example of this phenomenon.

91
contrast, the lack of overt class conflict in the United States for most,.

of the past has obviated such government action in contrast with the' European

30 .p

case. However, there is increasing evidence of both rising conflict as well'

as government-concern and the possibility of future intervention.
31

STRATEGIES AND SPECIFIC REFORMS

In the previous section we suggested that different constituencies

different criteriaj.n considering the adoption of work reforms. Work- .

.ers will tend to emphasize those changes which-increase their participation,

autonomy, 'intrinsic interest in the job, and Supportive relations with co-

- Workers-as-wdli-
4+0,-

giICE erelaiiional benefits as increased pecuniary rewards

and fringe benefits. Manager& ill tend,to seek those changes which increase



productivity and profitability without.a loss in control. Trade unions and

the state will be muCh more conservative than either of the previdus groups

in seeking changes from the status quo, each initiating changes only under

very stressful conditions. Given these.sets of priorities, it is possible

to consider the strategies of the major constituencies with respect to reforms.

Management-Initiated Reforms

By virtue of its legal rights and daminance in the ownership of

capital, management will be the prime initiator of changes in work for the

foreseeable future. This means that the majority of attempts to change work

will follow the.patterns set out.by the needs of managers. The possible

categories of reforms for management are those which increase productivity .

and.profitability without an erosion of managerial prerogatives with respect

to decision-making. On this basis, it is easy to rule out management-

initiated.changes that would encompass macro-political reforms, since these

would tend to reallocate power from managers and existing capitalist owners

to workers or other groups. Thus, such forms of change as the movement to

producer cooperatives, nationalization, or complete worker control of the

Yugoslavian variety will not be candidates for managerially-initiated

changes in *ork.

At the opposite end of the taxonomy, many df the micro- and macro-
LI

tech4cal changes in thg workplace will seem very attractive to management,

if they.are successful in increasing productivity and profitability. By

definition, none of these types of reforms require management to relinquish

control over their managerial prerogatives. However, there are a number of

reasons for believing that these types of chlnie4-iii Eheaseivess-WfIl-not Be
mnl

qdequate to increase productivity over the long run unless they are
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accompanied by micro- or macro-political alterations. ,

First, many of these changes are cosmetfc in nature without underlying

alterations in the structure.of work and decision-making. For example,

improvements in management-worker communications and'human relations, in

themselves, do not avoid the inevitable pi:alems associated with uninteresting

and routinized work with little,or no worker influence over working condi-

tions and low possibilities of advancement. Opening up lines of communication

can only be suCcessful in increasing productivity over the long.run if there

are adequate responses to the concerns that are expressed.by workers,. Yet,

many of these concerns reflect problems intrinsic to the existing organiza-

tioh of the.workplace and production, and even a sympathetic and humane

supervisor or manager will be unable to alter them without a structural

mandate for change.

Second, the frustrations of the young and overly-educated worker are

due'in large measure to the lack of autonomy and low skill requirements of

the jobs that will be available. In the past, it was possible to harness

the hope of future advancement to supervisory positions as an incentive for

32
working hard at lower-level positions. But, social Mobility both within

and among firms is certain to decline over time as a period of slawer

economic growth results in lower rates tif expansion at the managerial level.

This means that the promise for obtaining promotion to a more autonomous

and higher status position in the future by showing good and stable job per-

formance at a lower level wilkno longer serve as powerful an incentive as

it did in the past. The implication is that at the lower levels of the firm,

productivity will be maintained by placing an increasing emphasis on partici-

_ . -
pation in the decisions that affect the work situation.

Accordingly, the most likely change appears t8 be towards such
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micro-political reforms as autonomous work groups and,representative wprks

councils. ,The record for improving productivity through these forms of

participation is rather substantial.3
4

Further, the pressiure by workers for

:upward, mobility is somewhat blunted by the vertical integration of tasks

that would otherwise be organized hierarchically. That is, the work group

will tend to organize its own activities with respect to planning,the organ-

ization of the work, training"the members of the group for the various tasks,

executing these tasks, and evaluating the performance of the group. Produc-

tion bottlenecks which might have occurred by virtue of absences and a lack

of coordination are reduced as workers are trained to do many tasks and as

they assist each other in the overall mission of the group. In some cases .

this focus will be on the'production of a sub-assembly of a larger product,

and in other cases the mission will correspond to the goals of a particular

service department such as sales, accounting, or credit.

Clearly; the particular shape of micro-political reforms generally

and autonomous work groups specifically tidal depend on the nature of the

enterprise and ils setting. That is, the formation and functioning of such

groups will necessarily vary according to the type of product or iervice,

the internal organization for producing it; the ability to alter technology

and capital to accommodate the new forms of participation and so on.

Initially, the changes will be determined by trial and error, although there,

are a mounting number of successful cases and experieKices that have been
,

documented ahd analyzed that might be used as gutdelines.
35

It is probably

reasonable to believe that.some of the dimensions of these experiences will .

become established comp ents of managerially-initiated work reformS,. with

36
their'projected focus on worker participation.-

One ol the best-known cases is t.hat of-the Pet-Food,Divisionpf,

AI
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General Foods in Topeka, Kansas, The manufacturing unit in Illinois was

characterized in 1168 by problema of employee indifference and sabotage

that led to product waste and plant shutdowns.
37

In Considering the establish-

ment of a new plant in 1968, it was decided_to construct the plant in Topeka,,

Kansas and to redesign the work process 10 avoid the problemS'that were

faced in the Illinois plant. The solution encompassed or4anizing,tbe seventy

employees into, six autonomous work groups of seven,to fourteen,members and a

team leader.

Duriag each shtft a pr"Ori'sing and packaging team operates where the

former group covers the tasks of unloading and storing materials until they

are needed and.then drawing them from storage and processing them into pet

food.. The packaging group is responsible for packing, warehousing, and

shipping. Assignments to specific tasks are done with team consensus, and

there is substanEial job-sharing and rotation', while tasks in the old plant

were permanently assigned to specific employees. In addition, the teams

screen and select new employees, counsel.those who are not meeting standards

in terms of performance or attendance or some other relevant factor, select

representatives to serve on plant-wide committees, and fulfill other

decision-making functions.

The results have been 'rather dramatic from the view of both.the workers
111

and from the view of productivity and profits: A reduction in plant costs

attributable to 92 percent fewer quality-rejects and an absentee rate con-
.

siderably below the industry norm have generated an annual saving of

$600,064. '(R..Walton 1976: 238.) While rom the perspective of the existing

employees and'management,the plant is an overwhelming sudcess, it shoUld b

pointL out that framfthe peraVective.of the trade'union movement it tends

to-reinforce suspiOioas aboui-innovition. P1rst;"the7Cflpekalplant-IS a-
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p.

nonAunionized plant that replaced a unionized one, and, second, the plant

is able to produce with 70 workers what was estimated to require 110 workers

according to indUstrial engineers, an important sourc of the cost savings.

(R. Walton 1976: 238.)

While the conflict between structural changes in the organization of

work and employment security are inherent as we will note below, this does

not mean that such changes cannot be made in conjunction with trade unions

and with employment security safeguarded to some extent. However, obviously

this will not be an important criterion for management in its quest to

improve productivity a/pd profitability, and it was emphasized that most wotk-

alterations 4ill,be management-initiated. In at least one tase in the U.S.

the use of work teams.and increased worker patticipation in decision-making

has been initiated cooperatively by management and union. The

management of the automobile mirror plant of Harmon'International in Bolivar,

Tennessee in conjunction with the United Auto Workers agreed to such work '

reforms as increased worker decision-making over issues of, job design, tools

to be used, and the organization of work. Like other micro-political reforms,

there was no increase in worker participation in such area as product choice,

marketing,' investment, or disposition of irofiiS. While physical productivity

rose about 17 percent between 1972-75, the economic recession of 1975 still had an

impact of reducing temporarily, plant employment from about 900'workers to 600.38

One.approach that has been adopted by several dozen companies is,the

Scanlon Elan.
39

),The_basic elements of the plan include: (1) teamwork.with

active employee participation; (2) a formal system for channeling employee

recommendations for change to a production committee, and (3) a bonus,system

which shales the results of productivity.iains with the workers. According

to systematic studies of one of the companies that adopted the Scanlon Plan,
±1,
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there were substantial.reductions in the costs of production,-rises in

*
quality, improvement in.oemployee -satisfaction, and the distribution of ample

bonuses. (H.'M. F. Rush, 1973rt49,.

'A review of the Scanlon plan by the National Commission on Productivity

:exatined some n studies on 44 'of the firms. (National Commission on

Productivity and Work Quality 1975). Based upon the criterion of increased.,
. '.

, x.

'productivity, it was concluded that,apparent successes outnumber apparent-

failures by 30 to 14.
,

The plan seemed to be more likely to.fail in larger
'...

,

firms and-those with "insurmountable" economic diffccultieS.
,

A frpal example of micrO-political change,in the workplace is the
4

wall-known-case of the Volvo plant in Kalmar, $weden. t (P. Gyllenhammar 1977.)

In respOnding to ihe problems of high.worker'absenteeistil, Wildc,V strikes,

-turnover, and product quality control, Volvo decided to construct a new plant

for some 500-600 workerp-in'KaIter in contrast with its older automobile

assembly plant with 8,000 workers in Torilanda,,near Gothenburg: The plant

-

, was built around the concept of about twenty-five work groups, each with'its own

4

area'on the shop floor and its. -Own rest area. Each team-attends to a'

particular atpect of automobile assembly such as electrical systems, instru-
.-

mentation,'interiors, and So on, and the organization of the team is up to

1;ts awn members with respect to the distribution of work, degree of special-
1

ization, and so on. The'teams must deliver a certain number of sub-

assemblies each day", but the scheduling of work, rest breaks, training, and

other adtivities are determined by the groups. Each team takes responsibility..

for its work by conducting its awn inspectiOns for qdality control.

On.the basis of an evaluatIon.sponsored by the Swedish ProductiVity

Council (a jointly sponsored body of the blue-collar trade unio'n',,LT, and

dieemployers' federation, SAF) the findings Were rather supportive with
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respect to worker acceptance and satisfaction, worker participation,

reductions in personnel turnovsr and absenteeism, and productivity. The

view is that the increased investment with respect to the special require-

ments of the plant will be more than compensated for by the long run reduction

in cotts. Indeed, Volvo now has five new plants that are restructured along
0

this new model with total employMent of 600 or less organized into work teams.

, In sudmary, it appears likely.that management-initiated changes in the

organization of work will stabilize on micro-political reforms of which

autonomous T;ilbrk groups and work councils and extensive worker participation

will be at the core; In order:to establish these modifications, it will be

necessary to alter some of the technical aspects of the work environment,

6
but micro- smd macro-technical changes inthemselves are unlikely to solve

the productivity problems deriving from the dissatisfaction of an increas-

ingly cqereducated and underfulfilled workiforce.

Worker-Initiated Changes
t

Although worker-initiated changes in the organization aLthe workplace
*

'are less likely than management-initiated ones because of the'lack of worker

ownership of capital in their, own firms, there:ire some circumstances under

which such changes are probable. To illustrate the relative lack.of own'er-

ship of the working class,- it is estimated by the staff of the Joint EConomic

Committee' of the Congress that the wealthiest twenty-percent of U.S. families

-

own almost 80 Percent of total personal wealth and that the'wealthiest six

. petcent of the population awn almost three-quarters of the corporate stock

and almost eighty percent of bonds. (Joint Economic Committee 1976: 7.)
,

This suggests that workers will rarely have the power ..to create signifiCant

changes in their work organizations.

4



However, there are at least two sets of circumstances in which workers

might acquire the capital that will enable them to determine the organiza-

tion of work in their enterprises. In the first case, workers might start

their own firms by raising the capital themselves, and in the second one,

%-y might purchase the firm through an Employee Stock Option Plan (ESOP)

or other financial means.
40

In these cases, the control of the work organiza-

tion would be characterized by macro-political controls by the workers of

which 1.1e most common would be likely to be some variaAt of a producer

cooplerative.

Producer cooperatives are characterized by worker ownership and worker

management through direct or representative Participation in all phases of

the enterprise. While there has been a long history of producer cooperatives

in the U.S. and Western Europe, they have-not been a Very important element

in the total picture (D. JOnes 1977 and A. Shirom,1972). However, they represent

a potentially important response to'both the lack of appropriate jobs and high

unemiloyment levels that have been projected,for the future.

In the first case, the producer cooperative represents a mode of

enterprise that can be started by a group of unemployed or underemployed

-persons with a shared mission and at least some access to capital. That is,

such persons can create their own employment, a phenomenon that is being

reflecte'd increasingly in the small service-oriented cooperative establish-

.

ments in most metropolitan areas. tIn the second case, they represent a

method of donverting firms that might otherwise close to yorker ownership

through either ESOP or other plans of employee purChase. Fpr example, at

,

Triumph Motorcycle Works n England, some 800 iobs were savedl'-f'heMe*M-4"it4A0

through the conversion of a plant that was being closed to worker ownership

.(Carndy and Levin 1976a).



It is probable that governments will become increasingly willing to-
,

provide loans and technical 'assistance to help workers save their jOs

through the employee purchase of firms that are closing and the conversion

'of such firms to cooperatives. The reasons for such governtent support are

not only the maintenance and creation of.jobs under conditions of high

unemploytent, but the fact that available evidence suggests that productivity

of cooperatives is high and the capital required for each job that is

created is low.

For example, in the Basque region of northern Spain there is an entire

movement of industrial cooperatives with sales in 1974 of about $350 million.

(Oakeshoot 1975; Caja Laboral Popular 1975.) These firms produce products

as diverse as home appliances, selenium rectifiers, semi-conductors,

miniaturized circuits, and hydraulic presses, and they include the largest

refrigerator manufacturer in Spain. Total employment was over 13,000

workers in 1974, And comparisons with n-on-CO-3P-erative firms suggest that

with only one-fourtn of the capital investment per worker they are able to

obtain an output per worker (value-added) of over eightir percent of that

of comparable firms. (Caja Laboral Popular 1974.) While the U.S. has no

producer cooperati4e movement that is comparable in magnitude, there do

exist similar types of industrial organizations such as those of the

Northwest Plywood Cooperatives. (Paul Berns,tein 1976.).

In summary, the Lack of,worker ownership and control suggests that

worker-initiated thanges in the organization of work-are not as likely to

arise as management-initiated changes: However, the poss5ie employment

generating aspects iDof_Tworker-owned firms is likely to make them an increas-

__,-

ingly attractive possibility from thp view ot gOverntent;-' pa-rtiallaTly, if

conversion to worker ownership can salvage firms in high unemployment areas
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that might otherwise close. Accordingly, various macro-political forms of

work organization, in general, and the formation of producer cooperatives,

in particular, will become more important over time. '

A Noteon the Role of the.Trade Unions

The foeegoing analysis illustrates an'important dilemma for the trade

unions. If workers behave in a way'that they are able to take into,their

, oWn hands the ability ton modify their conditions of work through the costly

pressures of absenteeism, turnover, sabotage, and wildcat strikes, then

management will be pressed to provide changes in the workplace that alleviate ,

these problems But, such' modifications may undermine organized labor in a

number of ways:.-First, to the degree that employed workers in any firm

seek benefits only for themselves, they may settle for solutions that harm

worker solidarity 'and gains for all workers In the long run. For example,

they may accept workplace'alteratiops that increase productivity while

reducing the number of future jobs.,

Second, by viewing the world as. a set of decentralized work situations,'

the centralize& bargaining strength of the trade unions'is undermined as

firms will find that it is easier to come to agreements with'particular
4

groups of workers, and groups of workers may become frustrated with the.

relatively high degree of uniformity and abstraction.of centralized agreements.

This is especially true if the autonomous work groups approach creates a

set-ZY-dynamics in which groups see themselves competing against each other'''.

for benefits and power within the firm, while the trade unions-push for

uniformity Of benefitS1' and job condltions across hierarchies of workers

among different firms and industries.

Most of the changes that we have referred o will occur on a highly
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decentralized bagis, and most will incorporate a reduction of hierarchy.

In contrast with corporate and hierarchical unions which'emphasize a high

level of centralized worker solidarity, the appeal of national and industry-

-wide trade unions may diminish. That is, workers and managers may see the

relevant arena of conflict as a local one in which national or industry-wide

agreements are unappealing or irrelevant. To the degree that managers are

able to increasingly exploit this situation by shifting production activities

to areas with weak/unions or no unions and undermining the formation of

linions through emphasis on work teams and autonomous sroups, the pogition of

the trade unions will become increasingly precarious. Certainly, the illus-
,

tration of the pet food plant.in Topeka, Kansas suggests thig possibility.

Changes inWork in the Longer Run

While the analysis that we set out in this chapter represents an emerg-

ing phase of the dialectic of the workplace, it is not meant tp represent a

final stage or resting place. As long as the fundamental antagonism or con-
.

tradiction of capitalism persists, it is to be expecele that even these mod±-
,

fications will create the conditions pf their own disintegration. (S,Avineri

1971: Chapter 6.) Thus,, the question. arises as to what happens in the labor

process ts persons work together to make decisions jointly about their work'

activit3es and working life? Does this lead.to a higher level of class

consciousness that will ultimately challenge the roots of the system of

.capitalist control itself? ,To what degree do persOns who becgMe acclimated

A,
to making scheduling, training, eyaluation, and other types of decisions in

theWorkplace begin to raise questions about employment, the types of equipMent

and inVestment, products,.prices, and other agpects of the firm? How wili

such changes affect the strength and role of the trade unions?
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L\01VI. EDUCATIONAL REFORMS JOR RKPLACE DEMOCRACY

Thp preceding section addressed the nature of workplace alterations

that are likely to evolve to overcome the increaSing difficulties in inte-
.

grating the "new"' o*vereducated worker. Notaalir has the educational system

become increasingly unsuccessful in preparing the young for existing wotk

opportunities,,but the independent dynamic of the schools has served to

create a workforce that will tend to increase disruption and conflict in

the workplace. Our dialectical approach has suggested that the divergence

between the dynamics of the workplace and that of the schools will create a

disintegration of the old relationships and,an emergence of a new synthesis

between the two sets of institutions. This means that not only will there

be changes in the workplace, but there will be alterations in the patterns by

which the young will be prepared for work as well. That is, a stable pattern

of correspondence will be reestablished through alterations of both the work-

place and the educational system, so that a new and relatively stable pattern

of mutual reinforcement will emerge. Of course, even this new pattern of

correspondence will ultimately decay because of the underlying antagonisms
. .

.... ' IN r.

in both institutions, only to giveway Co new forms of work.and education.

Vhich Educational Reforms are Most Likely

The purpose of thia section is to ascertain the ypes of educational

reforms that will be stimulated by the projected ch s in the workplace

that were set out in the previous section. It will be asserted that the

4 structure and content of changes in the workplace enable a prediction of

the kinds of educational reforms ilia will ultiinately be adopted. It is

important to differentiate between the immediate restmnses to the problem

and the ultimate results. The fact that a reform is attempted does not

.57..
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mean that it will succeed. The history of "planned" change-in education

is replete with failure, if the meesure of success is that the planned change

was itplemented.according to design (Carnoy and Levin 19176; Berman.and

McLaughlin 1975). Such failure is especially likely when reforms are.viewed

ag changes that are recommended and implemented by outside experts according

6
to a technical xecipe.

Like workplace reforms, educational reforms will be attemAed as

respdnses to particular problems in the educational setting. ProblemS for

one'political stituency,maynot be problem foe another, end change is
0

essentially an attempt eo reduce conflicts', amoug contending groups. Through

trial and error and strategy and counter-:strategy .anew-equilsibridm is -.

reached that balances the interests of all of the contending parties in

rough proportion to their st'rengths, their abilities to forge coalitions

with other groups, and their success at winning over the support nf "non-

combatants" who may influence the process. It is within this context that

work-oriented reforms 8hoLld be perceived. Foi the mere attempt by one,

group such'as educational professionals or businessmen or educational admili-

istrators or parents to push for changes in the educational system does not
4

mean that such changes will succeed.

Educational Reforms for the Present Education-Work Crisis

The fact that the success of educational refprms cannot necessarily

be Predicted from the present trend of reform efforts is very much evident

in three existing attempts to address-the deviation of the education and-
. 0

work systems.. These three reforms are-2areer education, recurrent education.,

and the "back to basics" movement. (All three of these are movements that

are praducts,of the seventies with its severe shortages of appropriate jobs

for young, educated persons. 'The lack Of employment oppoTtunities for both



high'school and college-educated youth has created pressures on the_school

to reconsider and improve career preparation. The expectations for career

success through eduCation have been confronted by the hard fact that.good

Jobs are in very short supply. Paradoxically, deapite,the very high rates

of youth unemplOyment and underemployment, many students, young adulta and

their families and social commentators have placed the blame for the lack

of appropriate employment opportunities.on the "failure" of the educationaL

system.to provide adequate skill and attitude.development among youth that'
.f

would justify employability.. Letts reView,each'of these current reforms,,

in turn.
1.

,

Career Education

The most pervasive response to the difficulties of finding employment

for the'young has been the attempt to initiate "career edetation." While

this-movement is ambiguous enough to.provide a largd number of amorphous

goals including appropriate preparatiOn for the career Ok life itself, it

. _
.

has generally taken the form of a concerted effort to articulate and inte-
-

-

grate more closely the worlds of schooling and work.
41

The vehicles for doing

this include attempts to improve career guidance on the nature and atttlhutes

of existing Joh positions; to increase the career content of curricula; to

intersperse periods of work and schooling as part of the regular educational

cycle; and to provide a more realistic" understanding'of the nature of work

and available opportunities as well as inculcating in the young the "dignity"

of all work.

Each of these palliatives is addressed 63 attempting to reduce the

divergence between the school and the workplace, with the assumption that

it is the school that mist make the accommodation. Tacitly it is assumed



that the woiqeplace will not change nor will availableemployment opportun-
.

'1 V.

ities,. but it'is the valueg, attitudes, expectatfons, choices, and skills v
. . \

. 4

of the young that must adapt t the deteriorating situation,of disjuncture

between the world of schooling and-the world of work. Through better

counseling and career guidance, the students will léarnmore about:themselves,

and their.potential oppOrtunities. Curricula 11.be modified td make them
, .

more appropriate to existing jobs,,so that students are bett prepare& for

.-- Q.the types of emplOyment that they are likqly to-find. ' . .: 1
. 1

e. .
. .

Further, students, would e proVided mith.opportunities to-become more

fatiliar with the workplaoe; at an earlier age by providing'Rppirtunities
,

,.110z:

.

to combine schoOling with work.. fn sdte cases the student would alternate

between study,and work as part of a dai1ywee4, or 'other periodic pattern.

In other cases, studencs would be.provided with exposure 0 various types

of job's and' workplaces. through'field trips, readas, films, ind other

classroom activities. Work-:,study programs have existed fior a considerAble

time for students in vocational areas at the secondary level and for those

attending such U.S. colleges as Antioch, Northeastern University, and other

-

colleges that have sponsored cooperative educational programs. (A. Knowles

1972.) However, it is proiosed,that succi offerings be expanded to includet
'virtually all youngsters at the secondary level to dase their transition

from school to work. (J Coleman et al., ).974. National Manpower

Institute'1977.)

Finally, white some ctrriculum Change' would provide mire vocational

. types of courses such as typing and accounting for Student's wilt) were pursuing

liberal studies, there is also a more pervasive aspect of career education -

that would attempt to reestablish the work ethic And the values that even

the lowest status jobkhas dignity. ,How this would be accomplished is,never
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. .

made clear, But the literature on career education encourages the formation

of thgse values via the schooling prOcess.

But, there is littre or no evidence thatcareer education is making

young,persons more realistic or accepting of the available pareer.opportun-

ities or that they will be more productive in those opportunities. It is

interesting to note the evidence in Table 1 that a national sample of high

schoolgraduates in 1972 were not found to be more "realistic" about careers

as reflected by their caieer aspirations, even'after being out of high .

school for twiy years and a majority having participated in the workplace.

The point is that the expectations for social and occupatiOnal mobility

through.the educational -system is a major reason dlat students obtain as

much schooling ass they do, Sand it seemqoironical that the educational system

should now be proposed ad a vehicle for redncing the expectations of.the

,young for high job status and pay,, and good working conditions. In fact;
4\

the career education approach must inevitably fail-as ldng as there are not

accommodationen'the workplace that provide other incentives for students

eb modify their expectations and behavior.

The important.point is that knowledge of'available jobs does not alter

the somber fact' that good jobs will Be in short supply for the foreseeable

fute and that most young people will be disappointed with their work status.

Nor does an exposure to available jobs create the impression that work is

creative, uftful and characterized.by dignity. In fact, an earlier famil-

iarity with the world of work and its highi4r routinized tasks, endless

'repetition, and supervisory control may have the effect of doing just the

.42
opposite of What was intended, To the degree that the schools and other

influences provide an image of the workplace as providing self-fulfillment,

opportunities for advancement, and constructive activity, these rotahtie

1 0
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notions mgy be dashed at an earlier age than at present to be replaced by
%

cynicism and hopelessness with all of its destructive consequences.

Recurrent Education ".1

Whilerrecurrent'educationlseems to be more a theoretical approach than

one that is evident in practice, it too is a work-oriented reform tgat is

being advocated. Aecurrent edUcation refers tO-the attempt to increase the

distribution of learning,opportunities over the entire lifespan.rather than

to concentrate them at the beginning of the life-cycle. In contrast to the .

present.approach that requires.substanttal formal echiCation and training

prior to tSe initiation of.a career, récurrent'approaches would make-it

' possible to spread out one's educational experiences ccording to emerging

netds at different times of one's working life (S. Mushkin 1974).

Interestingly, the support for recurrent education tends to be contra-
,

iclictory when one compares the implicitly divergent motiAs of educational

institutions and social policy makers. One important effect of recurrent
. .

education would be to reduce the demand for the traditional.educational -

vita
credentials as persons would redistribute their educational experiences

over their lifetimes and would substitute more training.experiences for

traditional college study. ly increasing the opportunities for later study,

'it is expected that the presently high social demand for college credentials

by young p4op1e would drop, alleviating, pi.essure on-job, markeV by college-
, 4

educated persons. Instead, such persons woulseek jobs at lower levels

and.would Undertake training and further education later in responae ro

perional and lob needs. Clearly, this would tend to reduce some'of the

consequences of. "overeducation."

But one of- khe reasons that the education industry is so supportive

1 0
,
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of the recurrent education concept is becausp it sees the hope of capturing
.

, .
,,,,

,

, .

a new clientele at a time when en, rollments are threatened by a declining
.

N - , 7

population of young persons of the traditional college agea. 'Obviously,
01.

there is Some conflict herg, since one effect,of recurrent education would

be to postpone college attendance for a significant portion of the ybung.

.Whether those persons would,be recouped at some later-date iS problematical,

'but it does not seem likely that they will undertake college at:a later

date if they are able to find career opportunities thast Satisfy them w,ith

. little need for more education. While new audience might be obtained fat

the gducational institutions,by creating greater flexibility with respect to

age and admissions requirements, it is. not clear that these new enrollees

would compensate for those who "pdstponed" their further educationto. t

advantage of later recurrpt opport

But, even more iinportant, without changes in the nature and availability

I.

bfAobs, the reCufrent educational approach must necessarily have'a minimal

effect on reducing immbdiate enrollments of 4he young in colleges and uniyer- .

sities. First, the very lack Of jobs *ill createan incentive to obtain

more schooling, since the "foregone" opportunities will be minimal. Without

the temptation of.good jobs, it is simply a better decision to get.more

schooling VD improve one's chances for the future. Second, the structure of

job markets tends to limit career mobility-to a largely ion-overlapping set

of career ladders. Without a College certificate, it will be difficUlt to

'get access to the occupational "poSitions,thtt require more training. Rather,
4

the highly rottinized nature of lower-lelzel manufacturing", clerical, and

service positions requires no additional training, nordoes it offer a r9ute ,

4\
t9 a different:occupational ladder with'greater educational or tra ning

requiremerits. Job. Incumbents will find that theif potential occupational

1

oa.
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mobiliti Will depend more on.entering the firm at the highest possible

entry level which provides access to better career opportuniti444,than work-

log thefr Ways up from the bottom through,the vehicle of recurrent education. ,

The janitor or stock clerk will have little likelihood of getting into

management, even with recurrent educational accomplishments, while the

college-educated youth who is able to attain a higher poition will have a

much greater probability of moving intq middle or upper managemdht,

Thus, like the case,of career education, the very premises of recurrent
4

education are ones that are not likely to be met &der the existing conditions

and organization.of the workplace. Even when educational sabbaticals have

been provided by firms-as part Of a collective bargaining°agreement, they

have not been taken advantage of except by,those who were already among the

most highly edpelted and those occupying the higher occupational positions

(von Moltke and Schneevoigt 1977).

Back-to-Basics

Finally, a movement that seems to be a response to the present crisis

is that of the "back-tb-basics trend. In apparent reaction to both the

somber job picture and the putative decline in student skills, many educators .

and parents are calling.for More structured schools that would place greater

emphasis on discipline and basic skills. While there is little research on

the extent of the movement, it does appear to be on the upswing.
43

But, if'

the decline of,school,discipline and student achievement is in large measure

0-Nwft-o\

due to the declining exchange or commodity value of these attributes in the

WorkPlace, then such an attempt to improve the career possibilities okyouth.

A

through a back-to-ba6ics approach may nd't. make any difference. That is, if.
'II

#he maiO .det4minant Of proficienciearin such skill areas .af reading, Writing,
A

and arithmet±c are' determined by the rewards in the Marketplace fof those



skills, then,the depressed condition of the job market provides ltittle

incentive foiputting energies into doing well in these areaS Mr students.

Whtn the job market was more buoyant and good jobs and admissions at

the best colleges were available only to students who- showed evidence of

such skills, there. was a strong incentive for students and teachers to take .

seriously these subjects. Grading practices were more severe; students took
_

more of the ttaditional courses in high school and cilege; college entrance

examinations were prePared for by taking the tests several, times and by

obtaining instruction:onhow to take the tests and so on. But; when it is

?
obvious thznfor the vast majority of young.people, entranct to-a go6d'

college is no longer highly competitive and that few good job opportunities'

are aVailahle f6r college graduates anyway; only a small coterie of highly

44
.761-Qicated students such as pre-medical ones will focus on such skills. /

. 4
4

Again,.the argument ig that therd IS a conndctiop. between the success of ed-
,

ncdtional reforms that attdmpt to reduce the increasing divergeneies between

schools, the workplace, and supportive changes in the workplaee itself. ,

Without supportive changes, the schools cannot single-handedly create

reforms that will succeed in reestablishing correspondedce between the two

.

'sets of instituti6E§.

Conditions for Successful Educational Reforms

What conditions are necessary for educational reforms to succeed in

bridging the increasing gap between the socialization effecis of schools and

the needs of work organizations? In previous sections we reviewed sOme of

/t
the forces leading to the' establishment of correspondence. For example, 'the

history of socialization for. work was dOminated hy the shift from the house-

hold to the school and the emergence of the school in a Shape that conformed

1



to the changing orgamizatidnal reqiiiremeqts of CaPitalist work. likewise,1
in the empirical analysis ofrthe differential socialization of, children for

work, it appeared that there was a very close corrOpondence between the

,everyday realitl..es faced by parents and the ways, in which the schools treated

their children. While the lorces that create a reestablishment of corres-
.

pondence are compleic, they might be summarized in the following way.

Changes in the organization and confent of education Sre determfned to

a major extent by tupportive changes in the workplace. Not only does 'the

historical analysis reinforce this Conclusion, but so does the analysis of ,

.

why so many educational.reforms have failed when Eihere is no corresponding

modification of the organization and content of the production process..

(Carnoy and Levin:1976.) MechSnical'atte4ts to aleer the functions.of

schools without supportive modificatfons of the workplace do not provide

incentives for the groups involved in the schooling process to modify their

.be4vior. AS we noted In an earlier section, a major reason 4t adMinis-

trators were willing to adapeschodls to the requirements of business

4 organization at the end,of the-nineteenth an& beginning of thevfwentieth

centuries.was i.hat the' nea,organizational Methods had appeared to provide

the basis for economic expansion, progresg, and prestige that had enabled

the U.S. to become a world power (Callahan 1962). Likewise, students and

4 .

their families were more likely to sesk schooling willingly and without
4 a,

compulsion as they saw the increasing importance of formal schooling credefl,.

tials in obtaining jobt in the expanding industrial sector and in obtaining ,

t

socipl mobility.

More to the point, basic changes in.Schooling follaw changes in-the

workplace becaude it has largely been the workplace that has created the'

basic perspectives,which influence -our perceptions abo other organizations

(Th
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and our own life decisions. For.example, we noted that when the workplace

lacks opportUnities for advancement, tudents and teachers will e their

schooling tasks less seriously and test scores will fall. That is, attain--;

,aJ

ment of the traditional objectives no:longer ensure success or justify the

efforts when their vLue declines in the labor market. Buti alteinatively

as the organizatiOn of work changes in other directiOn6 and sets out new

incentives fOr workers, there exist supportive conditions for change in

educational institutions. First, sdch changes,in the Workplace will createe

an image of progress that will be transmitted to the'schools thrOug4both-

official and'unofficial channels. Schools that adapt quickly to the new
-

tequirements Will 'have greater success in placing-their graduates than those

that donot.

Second, employees.in occupatJ!Ons'that Will bg'affected by changes will

6
tend'to embody them in theii chadrearing practices and in their expectations

for the schools. That: parents transmit .to their own children the values

that create success in their own 'Occupations is relected in studies,of

occupational Socialization (14.- Kohn 1969),. Furthet, as changesin the

-of' work become obvious to-students and teachers, tHey, too, have a shared

incentive to modify tbeir behavior. lbrodgh both formal and, informal means,

basic changes in the structure and content of work tend to alter the con.-

sciousness of workers and managers. Moreover, as citizens, voters, parents,

and businessmen change, the new attitudes are t mitted.to students,

teachers, administrators, school boards, and le$slaturs. Essentially, \

4°
tne sLhools.bgcome engulfed in a new social- reality which creates powerful

incentiveS and pressures for alteriUg their functions.to conform,with the

"changes in the workplace.
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Specific EdneOtional Reforms .,
.

.,.,

,.,
4,

.

.

.

Glven thl.slOrocesa of educational change, the stage is set foi sugget-
,

'..,

rro
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ing particular educatidtiol retorms that are likelY to aUcceed in the future.
,

\-

Essentially, thesnecessfu\educational refprntswill be'thnse,thathrres-
-,

pond toethe alterOtions of the workplace and-the attendantrequirements.for,* s

,

work socialization. In:the previous section we suggested that the most;likely
.

.. . _. -4,

reforms in work are thoSe Of a' micr&volitical nature', altering-the internal

goVernanc,05T 4ork organizations:, In'general, these would inerease the
,

4,ArtiCipation of Worters i,n,determining the nature, sUperviSion, allocdtion

and,scheduling of work, taaks aS well as traihing.
- . .

41:

The emphas.is on incre4ed worker partidipat'ion generally.and
.N...

,

work.groups or teams-Specificaily WOuid suggest'a number,nf new worker
,-.

autonomous

,

attribueds that are not a high priority of the Present:dchooling process.

First', Workers would-need to have greater abilities to function in groupS,

since the work ted61 wbuldlieed to operate as a' mini-democcocy wherdmah3e\

'decisions would be made by.conlensus.
r.

embers-of the group would require a

background in particiPating in 'a Collective decision process, Second, .

workers would need to have the ability to make individual decisions to a

greater extent than under the present'system eres,,, h job and its decision-

potential are highly circumseribed by the division of 1 Under a part-

icipatory r team approach ehere would be much more room for perso

judgment that would affect productivity. Thus workers wpuld need to in-
k

crease their decision-makiig andlproblem-solving capacities at both the

individual and group levels.

Since the mem&ers of the work group would share and rq, ate tasks, each
,

niember would need to have the capacity to develop expetise.in a variety of
'

woris roles. This requirement implies that the members of the group could be
- 1

7

- 10



,assumed tO haye Minimal competencies in all of the beSic skills that underlie
,

-

these diiferent ro4s. That is, "a coMMonhase of knowledge would be presumed

in order for team memberS to learn *arious functions of the work group,

,Fourth.,(.workers woUp need to haVe" the capacity, to train each other for

Ehese various work roles, sinceia'significant amount of training would take.-
:

' place aMong memberS of ea5,01,sor1ç team. And, finally, the ability to cooper-
.

ate with others would be crucial since the success of the 'team would be

highly dependent upon the proficiencies of the group in sharing ideas,-work

tasks,.training, and sO'On.

Accordingly,, there would belt least five dimensions that would require

major org% anizational chaxiges in the educational system to prepare workers.'

.for greater worker particjpetion and a group or team mode of work organize-

" tion: (1) ability to participate in group decisions; (2) capacity for

Irfreased individual deCision-making; (3) minimal competencles in.Abesie

skills;'(4) capacity to receiveind give training to colleagues; and

(5) cooperative skills.' Even at the present time there exi-St various edu-'

stational reforms that could atteild to each of these dimensions of socializer

tion, andsehrough new efforts in these directions it is certain that others

would arie.

Table 3 presentssome of the educational reforms that we would expect

to be induced by a widespread shift to worker participation and autonomouS

work groups'or teams. Although each dimension of change in worker,sociali-

zation is associated in the table with specific educational reforms, the

reforms will overlap substantially with each other in the eduCational context.

, 1
- That is, we would ex04 a new:organizetioaal shape thepincorporated these-

,

and similar changes.

9
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Table .3 .

Projected EduCational Raforms

Induced by Shift to Worker PartAcipation and

Autonomous Work Groups orieams

Dimensron ofChange Educational Reform

GrouP decision-making -- greater democracy in school

organization

smphasiS on group proje cts and
4

teatwork

greter 'degree af integration bY

race, ability, and social 'class

- - team teaching

-- group dynanqcs

II Individual decision-making -- greater emphasis on problem

solving in curriculum

III Minimal competencies for all -- mastery learning

- - criterion-based tests ,

,IV Collegial training -- peer teaching

V Cooperative skills -- cooperative problem solving



A

Group Decision.44aking

e:of: the centr d,iffe;eapes:b4Weetha,..,greaent-orgau zation of
.

,

_

work and)that'of autonomous work group's- is t4e emphaSis on group decision-1-

making for the latter. kembers of the group must,be able to resolve a large

-number of issues with respedt to theiplanning,. execution, and evaluatton of

0
the functions of the group as well as to train, select, and counsel members

of the gfoup With-respect to-satisfying group productivity. In order to

prepare persons for theee roles,- the educational system Would need to provide

a set of experiences that inculcate the ab-ilities to fUnctiona.s a group.-
,

There are several-educational refOrms that correspond with this dimen-

sion of change. 'First, micra-4pOlitical reforms of educational institutions

would increase the amount of participation in educational decisions of:

45
0

Students and trainees. That is, schools would he Characterized by partici-

A
pative democracies to a much greater extent than they are at present with

'respect to decisions on hiring, curriculuM, -resource allocation, add reso-
4

. lution of,conflict. While the exact forms of participative democracy cannot

be predicted because of the many alternatives that might emerge, it is poss-
.

ible that students,.teachers, administrators, and:parents might choose

k...presentatives to comprise a governing board for the school. In large

institutions and colleges, sucy political representation might take place at

departmental.add Other decentralized levels as well as at the governing

board locus. The ageddas for such meetings would be widelyfeirculated, and

the forumyould-be open to members of the various constituencies- On a

daily Ilasis, minor conflicts might be resolved directly among the various

persons, and an omhudsmant or grievance procedore co4d be uSed eb solve
.

,
differencesthat ate hot resolVable through less iormal ch4nnels:

A decOnd alteration would be an emphasis on: group projects and teamwork
,
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4
. .

on student as0.gnMents and school activities.. Instead of the present.focus

on individual responsibility for assignments and individual compeiition among

stddents for grades and other rewards, there would be a shift to students

working in groups with the reward. for performance conferred on the,group.

Not only woad this type pf approach be applied. to 'athletic activitiet as

under the present system,.but it would pervade other'instructional And extra-

mural activities as well-. In same cases the teams would be comprised of

persons drawn from a dumber 'of grade levels, and in other capes the teachells

and ather yersonnel would participate at members of joint teacher-student

groups. Students would-learn to see their relations to the success of the

group rather than in a narrower and egotistical way as at present.

Third, the fact that work 'teams would be composed of persons drawn

from ayide variety of backgrounds and facing a wide variety of tasks would

, require a much greater integration Of.schools and classrooms by social:class,

race, and lity. Undei. the 'present hierarchical forms,of p duction there

,

Is a need. 9irprovide a stratified workforce.that.is differentiated by ocCupa-

e,

tional position, and the-schools seem o be, organizedito Teproduce.this

,
occupational structure by preparing the yOung for the occupational levels

,

46
their parents as we stated earlier. "But the reduCtion in hierarchy and

.individual Competition in the workplace, and the emphasis on teams will'mean

that workers must_be prepared to a greater extent to share similar experiences

regardless of their backgr6unds.

Fourth; the emphasis on groupdecision makig will be much more

supportive of teat-teaching than is the present system- Cooperation among

teaching and administrative personnel as well as students will be an impor-
.

tant organizational component in the schools when the objective is to prepare

the young forlunotioning as members of groups. Finally, it will be necessary
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to provide some training in group dynamics in the schools. Without resorting

to a grievance mechanism, conflicts celn be resolved through sharing certain

valaeaabout the function of the group and learning to participate in the

group in a constructive wa*. This mean§ that students must share positive

experiences in balancing theieindividual needs with those of the group.

Various approaches to group dynamics will contribute to this end as well :

as the team orientation of-the curriculum.

Individual'Decisibn-making

-

Not only does the present appeoach.to work-require less grouOnter-

action, but it else requires lesS individual decision-making because the

characteir of many:jobs is'invariant with respect totheyersonal attributes

of thd job holder. Under a more participative form of work organization,

individuals will have a much wider sCol3e for decision-making With respect to

how they allocate their time and efforts. Accordingly, there are likely tp

be changes in the curriculum that, increase the emphasis on problemigolving

rathA than memorizatioft-and routinization of learning. While the latter

functions are important for routinizedand repetitiVe job tasks, it is the

former that is necessary as the scope of the woiker becomes relatively tote

independent. _Not only will such problem solving approaches become important

in courses that emphasize skills of communication, computation, and manual_

activities, but they Fill also be necessary in the political domain wAere

the individual must be able to utilize information to take personal decisions

that will enable him or her to participate productively at 'the group level.

Minimal Competencies for,All

Existing methods of work organization require a large differentiation

in skills possessed by workers. But, autonomous groups and other participative
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approaches to work necessitate a great'deal of job sharing and rotation and

the filling-in fOr absent workers by colleagues. Iri order for this to be

possible and for Workers to be trainable for a.Wide yariety"of responsibil-

. i

ities, there are probalay minimal codpetencies in both academic subjects'
/

and in problem sOlYing and other relevant techniques that must be achieved,

by all atildentd in.priparation for entry into a team approach.. One of the

educational bases or achieving those resu1ts is Ilmstery learning where the

-objective of the curriculum is to provide minimum competencies in important

domains for all students (B. Bloom 1976 and J. BL)ck 1971). "In addition to

the use qf a curriculum approach based upon the mastery learning Paradigm,

we would expect to see a filth Widgr"use of'criterion-based tests./

At the present time the educational system relies heavily.upon norma-,

tive tests wIlichare.designedto assess-how a student performs relative to

.

others7. That is, they are essentially useful only to rank students among

their peers, net to,assess.what a student knows. In conttbst, criterion-

based tests set out the criteria of performance that are considered to be

important and test to see how well Students perform, given those criteria.

Since the criteria can be based upon specific tasks that a competent person

should be expected. to achieve; it is possible to evaluate how competel4 an

individual is in a given domain. It would seem that criterion-based,tests r

are much more easily adapted to the needS of establishing minimal competencies

for all youth than are the traditional normatively-based tests that are only

designed to rank students without revealing what they know or are able to do .

on a particular task..

Collegial Training
(

To a large degree the shife to work leams and autonomous work groups
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will be accompanied by at increase lin on-the-job training for the mellbers

and bSr the members. That is, many of the requirements of the work team

will be taught yithin the team by. member colleagues. In contrast,sthe

educational and training structures that prevail at the present are organized

more along hierarchical and specialized lines where experts and'professional

educators train students or brainees w .are subordinates.' The ability to

train and be trained by c4leagues is a proficiency that can be inculcated

through making peer teaghing a regular process at elementary-secondary,and'

post-secondary levels (Melaragno and Newmark 1971). By teaching, fellow students

at the same grade level or at lower grade levels, a cooperative approach to

,job traintng would teem to be a natural extension.

Cooperative Skills

In addition to all of the dimensions of change required for socializing

persons to work in groUps,- one must add a set of ieneral,coOperative

ths,-problems,that will be-faced. by the,work group.will not only

require the Abilities to.Make_group decisions, but to cooperate in seeking.,

. .

solutions to problemA or exploring alternatives. There are a variety of

'It educational approaches tO inculcating cooperative behavior that might be

considered in setting out instructicTal programs. (Johnson and Johnson

1974.) 1These methods might be developed and aqlied more fully in the

design.and implementation of instruction.

st
Other Trends

In addVilion to the particular dimensions and their 'issociated educa-
.

tional reforms'that would be likely to emerge under more participative work

reforms, there are two general changes that appear to be important. Although

recurrent education is not likely to be-adomted widely At the present for the
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reasons that were discussed in a previous section, it is likely that the

?

concepts ot recurrent education would become 'much more, impleMentable under

a system of worker participation. The reasons for.this are that the in-
.

,

creased flexibility Of Work roles and the tendency towards horizontal

mobiliey implied by the flattening of the job hierarchy Will embhasize
kis

Career progress in terms of service on different teama.over the life-cycle.

While a substantial amount of training can,probably take placeon the job

itself through peer teaching, some job changes may require additional formal
0 . ,

education and training in the classroom. Accotdingly,.the recurrenteduca-.

tion approach will become more functional, anl the use of "educational

sabbaticals" will probably become more common as employers provide continua-1

eion of salary and other benefits while workers retool their skills or learn

'new ones Xvon Moltke and Schneeivoigt 1977). EducAionalentitlements might..

also be provided by-the government for such purposes (Norman 'Kurland (ed.) 1977).-
,

Finally, there will probably be a shift in the aggregate from formal

programa, in educational institutions to formal and informal training on the

job. That is, to a large degree the kinds of competencies that will ibe

needed to work in grOupa,'to cooperate, to rotate tasks, to adapt to new

techniques, and so on, will be ones that can be attained more readily on

the job than in an educational context that is removed from the workplace.

Accordingly, it seems reasonable that there will be some substitution over

the long run of training on the job in place of formal education. The

_Olitent,of this shift is AiLficult to predict.

SUMMARY

In this section we attempted to show the types of educational reforms

that will arise in response to the antigipated changes in the nature of work.

el
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NeW patterns of work organization-imply changes in the socialization of
. ,

Workers, and educatio71 reforms represent a major response for creating

the new set of worker characteristi6d. The predicted shift from the present

work organization to more participative forms generally and to autonomous,.
.,

work groups and teams spcifically suggests :particular changes in worker

_proficiencies and behaviors. ,The corresponding set of educaeional reforms

,that would accbMmodate fhese changes was suggested.

\ In general we have argued that educational'reforms-wIll become probable
. ,

when the paths of the educational sector and the work .sector.ediverge with
. ...--`

( .

respect to the reproduction of labor pOwer for capitalist and gairernment enterprise.

.
. ,

_

As
.
long as the transitinnfromeducatron-to.work is a smooth one, attempts at educa-.

, ,

tional reform will not be likely to succeed, particularlyif their challenge

the stable equilibrium between the.two sets of institutions. BUt as diver-_
.

.

gencies arise bet4en the 'paths and'needs of the education and work sectors,

conflicts will arise that will threateA the stability of both schools and
,

the workplace. Reforms in both arenas will forge a new synthesis of corres-
.

pOnding relationshipa which will tend to deteriorate anew.over time to

stimula:te a 'new age of reforms. In the final section of this.volume, we will

review this dialectical functioning and suggest somg of its implications for

educational planning.

6

1 t,



gOisE9uENcEs FOR EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

epurpose 4 this monographas to set out the nature of changes in

a

04p1ace that rli, be initiated by a movement toward greater democracy

.afid wcIrker particip4tion in the.work:enterprise and to trace its implica-
,-

tions for the educational system and educational planning. In,order to

address these phenomena, it was necessary to provide an analysis of the

relationship between education and work.. The two traditional views provided

by the social growthperspective of'bewey and the social efficiency one

of the.fUnctionalists were,,shnWa to -1:4 naddquatefor understanding the

dynamics of change In work 'and education Accovaingly, a dialectical exPlah-
,

ation was'given that-prOVided a basis for bOth stabil4y and change in terms,

,of correspondence and contradiction bath within and between thestructures

of education and work.
,

In the initial phases of industrial develbpment,the-schools emerged

to socialize' workers for capttalist erkteAllo.se, and they streamlined their

operations and expanded to meet the changing requirements of monopoly

capitalism and state bureaucracy. But, in recentryears they have dilierged

somewhat in fuction as they haveincreasinglyobeyed their own independent

.dynamics. The result has been that the dynamics of the schools and of the

workplace have.diverged to such an extent that the expanSion of production

and the reproduction of labor power for both capitalist Ad state enterprise

have become increasingly arduous. Rather than mediating the internal contra-
a

dictions of the workplace, the effect of the educational system has been to

[increase conflict and the m4pifestations of those contradictions.

Increasingly we will observe an extensive period of both work and

educational reforms,to pull' the educational system back once again.into
el

corresppndence with the system-of production. But, the rdforms will derive.

lii
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from-the dynamics of the dialectic of correspondence and contradiction

rather than from a purposive act of educational planning apd reform. This

is dot to say that there is not a role for the educational planner and

-reformer, but-j.t is important to understand the very different nature of

that role under a dialectical reality: This difference in orientation

becomes clear when one considers the'nabure of a dialectical view of organi-

zations and contrasts it with the, assumptions that underlie the planning vieta;

A dia;ectical view is fundamentally committed to the concept of
,process. , The social World is in a continuous state of becomihg --
social arrangements.which seemfixed and permanent are temporaryi
arbitrary patterns, and any obServed social pattetn is regarded
as one among-many possibilities: Theoretical attention.is focused
upon the transformation through which one set of arrangetentagives
way to another. Dialectical analysis involves a Search for funda-
mental principles which accoUht for the emergence anddissolUtion
of specific social orders (Benson,19.77f3).

In our presentation we emphasized the forces for both stability and
.

change that have dominated the eaucation and wOrk relationship. But, these

are very much,at variance with the.fundamental premises and approach of the

planner. In order to demonstratethese differences, it is important to

61phas1ze certain elements.Of what might be called the ideology of the

. educational planner.

Edu tional Planning as Ideology.

There are at least three underlying,assumptions to the ideology of

A
educational planning. The first is that a major'purpose of,the educational

system is to solve such problems as poverty-, oppression, and uneven political

and socia. participation. The second element is based upon the tacit

sn

asSumption that social change takes place through social planhing and manage--

ment rather than ty other processes. The third aspect presumes that the only

limits to changing society through educational planning and reform are an
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inadequate-resource base, an insufficient knowledge base, or a lack of

appropriately-prained planners. Let us address ea'ch of these in turn.

-The first element proceeds from the rather peculiar premise that

poverty, prejudice, repression, and-domination are considered to be univer-

sally repugnant to all societies and all-of their members. It is assumed

'

Unquestionably that societies wish to rid themselves of these cancers, but

the only way that they can be excised is by utilizing the educatiooal
n.

system: Such a view impfl.es that (a) the wealthy wisit to redistribute their

wealth and income to the poor; (b) dominant political groups wish to'Share

their power with the disenftanghised;,and (c) exploitatiOn and repressi

of the weak by the powerful is a product of ignorance Somehow, it IA

assumed that there is consensus on dire issues, but he solutions cannot

be effecte'd without educating =pie poor, disenfranchised, and oppressed so

that in the future they can be "more equal."

'MOre specifically this element of the planning ideology a8stimes. and

promotes tWo tacit beliefs. First,'the political ftroblems of societies

SL,
have been resolved in favor of a benign,consensus, but it is oettOssary'for

the educational system to make.that political consensus a reality. And,

second, the "better" society is necessarily one that must wait until the

future, when the people are appropriately educated. I would argue that

the 'continuing functioning of the sOcieties to produce unspeakable poverty
4

and,squalor on the One }land and unimaginable wealth on the othei; tO

sanction a ruling class and a disenfranchised one; and to sponsor political,

economic, .and physical.repression is evidence enouèh that the political

problems have not been reSolved by consensus, and they will not yield to

a "technical ,solution at some future time through the use of the educational

system.,
, 11.



The second element of the planning ideology-is the.vIew that social

.change is essentially a pIannad,or managed phenomenOn. Despite the plethora

of alternative theories onthow social lenge comes about (Appelbaum,1970;

Paulston 1976), #he educational planner has selected The one-viewpoint that

places ,him at the forefront in manipulating the levers of change. Thus,,

the literature of educational planning is couched in terminology tha.t

suggests,that educational,planners, reformers: and policy spepalists have

a substantial contrpl over sociai outcothes. Yet, the evidence that basic

change§ in the educational process can be planned that will alter 'social

-outcomes will not emerge., That'is, It is the external appearance of plan-

g and its rattionality that have become the symbol of change itself. If

pla1thers And reformerS'lise such termihology as change agents; managed

rifted change, they and their fOrlowers tend to believe that the u

("s)

of the laniutge and thelogic oficational Changeimply a control of the '

change process itself. In contrast a review of thedhcational seform and,

implementation literature suggests that the rhetoric of reform is'probably

its most important minifestatioh rather than the Changes that it claims to

pF9d4Ce (Charteia 1-973i-G t, 9 quint7a,and Bernstein 1971; Sarason 1971).

For example, it is.sobering to consider the e*perience at implementing'

(even nominal planned reforms that attempted to intervene in the educational

process the United_States. For several decades there have existed

projects to train teachers in Subjectk matter, teaching methods, knowledge

of particular c tural groups, ne4 modes of curriculum organization, and

SO OR. ,At a-more specific level there have been attempts to alter tradi-
.

tional staffing patterns, and to implement team-teaching approaches, open

classrooms, flexible modular scheduling, educatiOnal radio and television, .

racial desegregation, and changes in school governance. There is no evidence



't)0 support.the view,Xhat these ittempts.havemade:dny difference n any

'measurable outcoNe or proces of schooling, dnd in pany cases it i not

t
.

eveh,cledr the:it anything other than their external appearas were even=
,

initiated (P. Berman and M. McLeughlin 1975).
, y -

, -

The third element of the ideology assumes that the only limits

.c.hengpg society th, rough educational p.lanningare insufficient resource

0
. -an inadequate kmowledge base,, Orlack,of appropriacelytrained planners.

..... ..

_

In the first case it.o.is argued that theresources ghat-tare made available
."1.-

. ..
for eduCationai planning and initiation of the pldns are not suftliplent

.

to AuroVit the educatiOnal changes that are necessery for 'the solution of,

social problems. In this event, the remedy is to o ain a'larger share

of the government budget. In the second case it is that some.

of the techn cal knowledge that i _necessary to improve educational and

epcial outcome is not yet available: The prescription for this situation,

-is a greater investment in res arch to uncover the Crucial technical rela-'

-tiOns on such matters a0-the determinants of scholastic achievemerit-or more

cost-effectivemethods of providing educational,serViceeor providing the

proper type of education to improve productivity and citizenship. In the

-'case of deck of aPpropriately-trained planners, the obvious diagnosis

to train more,pf them and-to improve the proficiencies of existing educa-
S

tional planners. Thus,.the ideology assumes that any limits of educational

planning canibe overcome by obtaining increased resources, pursuing addi-
.

tional research, and training new planners while upgrading the proficienCies

of existing ones!

In contrast, we have argued that educational planning will succeed

only when it is consistent with the dialectical phase in which it is

initiated. In periods of correspondence and relatively unfettered social'

V

0
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reproduction and-utiliZation Of-labdr power, there are three typts of tasks

that can be undertakenssuccessfully by educational planners.

First, there, I& the c4e where the goal,of the planner is'essential0 ly4

logistical. This is true when educatiohal planning is liMited to sueh

exercises as'the design,and location of new school bgildings or tfle expan-
s

eion of teacher training or?the provision of student transportatiqn

'servi.ies,__Given an adequate:budget, knowledge base., and trained 'Slathers,

it is possible to construct and initiate a plan for constructing new school

.01

plants or increasing teactip training or arranging appropriate transportation

yds

services. Educationa'planners can be ag' successfla at logistical exercises

aa can other'planner's..

Second, there ig the calse where the planter will set out the require

vitt
ments for'educational changes that dojiat threaten or appear to threaten the

,
tordaent operations, of othtr institutions or.dominant groups inthe society.

,

A, .gpbd example of this is curriculum.reform that-does not challenge the

existing social order. For, example, it should'be potsihleL,to-deyelOvand

41.

iMattirailew approach to,,science educatiot.for the primary grades.. In
_

this case the planners Would assist other educators in.the construction of

cUrriculum, the trainitg and retraining of teacher's, tht hreation and

'diStribution.of instructional Materials, and the other tasks which are nec-

essary for a sutcessful development ana implementation: Een so, there may

be formidable'iobstacles to adoption of the'inaovations as.historica1

analyses have shown (Berman and McLaughlin 1975).

3

Third, there is thelcase where'educational pl ing conforms to the

changeS that are consiStent with the momentum of the dialectic. FOr

example, the success of planning and implementing edu ational eXpansion in

developing Societies is a case in point. Most of the e societies are
,

1 2
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prediCated upon a development model in which an attempt is'made to attract

foreign investment. But,--the buSiness of investors is to make profits,
1

not to assist societies in, developing or becoming more nearly egalitarian

and democratic. The attradtiveness of investment in developing nations is

attributable directly to the prospects of securing.enormous profits with

little risk. These conditions are satisfied when there is a large reserve

army of trained labor'that is not permitted'to organize in'its Own behalf.

Such a labor force can be exploited at low,ilages for.long hours without

concern about their safety and health.' The role of educational expansion

in such 1 setting is to reproduce labor powei-for multinationaLcapitalist

firms7 while keeping the labor market slack.so that-labor costs remain low

and workers can be exploited, given their-lack of alternatives.

It is little wonder that the educational systems of many developing

countries have eXparided, far beyond tkat which would be justified by

available jobs.._ Industry, government, and.the local elites who were the

principle domestic beneficiaries of foreign investment promoted the educa-

tional expansion, and parents created.a strong social demand-for more

'schooling for their owp children in order not to fall behind in the quest

. for social mobility and s,tatus. Of course, in the aggregate the expansion

of the schools meant that an ihdividual would heed-more andi more schooling,

to maintain even a low position in the society. But, this entire coustella-
.

tion of forces setved to foiter an educational strategy for .expAnding the
WI ;. W

amount of exploitable trained labor. Such strategies, have often Veen

6ttressed by loanO from the countries that were beneliting from the profits '

of foreign investment, with particular emphasis on the use of edudational

media exported from the advanced societies. And, generally the educational

reforms that were designed to make this expani/on. more rapid and.effidient

1 2
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1

have tended to be-successful. That this process of oyer-expansion will

undermine the existing political and economic-institUtions over the longer

run is a real possibility in theae sitdations. But, it IS hardly a purposive

element of the planning strategy.

But in periods of oyert conflict and change*, the educational planner

will be laaen with a new ageffida. The divergence between the'functions of

the educational system and the requiremeigs of the workplace will stimulate

an extensive period of educational andl workplace reforms to create a new

synthesis of correspondence-between the two institutions. Thls very active

phase of reform will create new tasks.for the educational planner in the

design and implementation of the reforms. What is significant, of course,
,

.
,. -.

,
.

. .

.
,...

.

isthattheroleof the planner will be essentially logistical rather.than-

instrumental. Paradoxically, reforms which might not have been attainable

in an-earlier period will now become dominant, while some traditional ,

-4

educational practices will subside. Yet, the educational planner will be a

technician in assieting the procese', not an architect. The planner will

attend to the-details of implementation, not the Strategy of change.

While the more heroicaspects of educatiOnal'planning are surely

deflated Wthis assessment, it would seem to be a more useful and productive,
,

- context for thinking about both the potential and limits of educational

planning than the more prevalent view of,planning and managing social chInge.

-

The latter concept of planning has neither an historical basis, nor does it

have predictive value. Only when the educational planning exercise is

, placed in'its proper perspective will we be able to aSsess properly its

function and performance. With or without educational planners, it is likely
;

that we will see greater workplace democracy over the next generation and

corresponding changes in the educational system. Good educationaLpanning

may go far to make that trahsition a smoother one.

12,



FOOTNOTES

1. This monograph is based heavily upon the-contributions of the author
to a muth more ambitious projett carried out by the Center for Eanomic .

Studies.on "Educational Implications of Industrial Democracy." Much of
the support for that project was ,derived.from the National Institute
of Education of theU.S. Department df Health, Education, and Welfare
as well as the support of the authon as a Fellow in 1976-77 at the
Center for Ad-Vented Studies in the Behavioral ScienCes by the National
Science Foundations and the Spencer Founplation, The complete study ,

will be published iu the futUre by Henryll. Levin 'and Martin Carnoy and
: others under the tentative title, The Dialectic of Education and Mork.

2. The' most important educational theorist Who advocated this:view was
A)aviceSnedden. See his biography in.Drost 1967. Also, a comparison
of the v4ws of Dewey 'and Snedden is found in.Arthur Wirth 1977.

3. It is important to point out that,this section will focus on a general
analySis'of the historical relation between education and work, The'-

purpose is to examine this history in a dialectical.context. No atteMpt

is Made to carry ouLseparate analyses for men'and women or for different

races r:industries. However, some insights are offered'on these aspetts,
and present researth,is attempting to apply the moreseneral analysis
to thesespecific groups.

4. This interpretation is consistent with the spdcific transformations
of the school during this period as well as the more general effects that
"scientifit management" had in molaing personal values and political ones.
On the former see Tyack 1974; Callahan 1962; and Meyer, Tyack, Nagel, and
Gordon 1977. On the latter, see Haber 1964 and Noble 1977.

. The importance of the Massachusetts example Is that it was an early leader

among the states in 'American education. In this sense, it represented a

harbinger Of what was to come. It is important to note that Horace Mann

had little politital or bureaucratic power. Rather, ii was his philosophic
and persuasive power that make him important in this movement.

6. The development of this section oWes much tO the earlier work of Michael--

Carter 1976. While my formulation of the dialectical relationship
is somewhat different than Carter's, My thinking on this subject has been
heavily 'influenced by his analysis.

7. The most basic of these contradictions is that reflected in the capitalist
relation itself. Capitalist owners and workers have different class interests.
The former wish to maximize their profits and the,accumulation of capital,
while-the latter wish to obtain as large 4 wage as possible while minimizing
their contribution to a labor process thaE is alien to their personal needs.
But, maximum profits and capital accumulation depend upon the extraction
of a maximum of work from the employee while paying the Porker only the
minimum requirement for the reproduction of his or her labor power. As,

we noted, capitgista mediates this'contradiction through the hierarchal

and minute division of labor as well as an educational system that contributes



to the reproduction of the Social-division of labor under capitalism. See

K. Marx 19671 Parts and 1964.

'i.

8. For .the Uoited States See R. ,Freeman 1976 and for Western Europe see H.

Levin 1976.

9. U.S. estimates of economic growth can be found in Fromm 1976. For

Weatern Europe more genera1ly7s-see OECD 1977.

. .

10. The displacement.of high school graduates by college graduates in the'
job quei.s discusded in Berg 1970 and Thurow 1975.

11. Berg 1976 has argued that the.poor:quality of such data are indicators
of,the low priorities attached to workers by managers as well as the fact
th t such information might be interpreted as a reflection of.poor manage-
ment. In dhe latter case'there is a disincentive to'collecting and
repor ing accurate time serles on the symptoms of wnrker dissatisfaction.
Also see Herrick 1975 for a discuision'of the necessary data and their
formulation

12. Thia is reflected in.such major investigations as Henle 1974 and .

c

Flanagan, Strauss, and Ulman 1974.
a

13. See for example, the followingl T.F.A,yons1972; Katzell and Yankelovich
1975; Hedges 1973 and 1975;. Buteau of National Affairs 1970; and
Flanagan et al. 1974.

14. B.L. White 1960; Newman 1974; and Schneider and Snyder 1975 represent
just a few eXamples of dhis volumidous literature.

15. ,An analyais of this phenomenon within the overall framework of contemporary
U.S. monopoly capitalism is Wyckoff.1975. Herrick 1975 discusses ten aspeets

rift of counter-Productive labor activity and suggesta methods for estimating
their'magnitude.

16. The relationship between the social and technical context of rhe workplace
is emphasized especially #1 the work of the Tavistock. group. See fort

example, Emery and Trist 1960 and 1969. A comprehensive analysis of
both theory and practice with respect to the s5cio-technical approach is
Susman 1976.

17 See JOint Economic Committee (June 17, 1976) for 'an overall analysis of

ESOPs.

18. See H. Schauer for a critique. A Major structural conflict is the fact

- that the legal obligation oi corporate boards is to serve the interests

of shareholders. To the degree tha't'these obligations conflict with the
concerns of workers, worker representatives are obligated to go against

theirAawn interest. See BAotin 1976.

19. For more details see Jenkins 1974a: 'Chap. 7; I. Adizes 1971; Vanek
1971; Horvat 1976; Blumberg 1966: Chaps. 8 and 9; H. Wachtel 1973.



20. For eiaMOle, see'R. Walton 1975 for a specific discussion and L. Davis
,and A. Cherns 1975.for'a diverse set of perspectives on this tOpic- These
criteria also comport well Wiih the conceptual framework set qut by
HerZberg1966.

21. In the Public sector this criterion might be the amouni of resources
controlled by the'agency. If an increase in productivity results in a
decrease in budget and Personnel -- because,of greater efficiency
there will be little managerial incentive ,to increase productivity. See

W. Niskanen 1971.

22, For more detail see S. Marglin 1974 and H. Braverman 1974.. 1

23. See E. Kay 1976 for a general view of,the problems of middle managers
and the causes of their discontent. ,

24. This is an especially_impOrtant possiblity, given the empirical results
that have tied higher productivity to increased worker participation. See,

for example, P. Blumberg 1968: Chaps 5 and 6.

25. While we have referred to the rise of education in this context,.the role
of the etate is reflected in E.P. Thompson 1964, Also, see Chapter 10

of Levin and Carnoy, forthcoming.

,r426. See for example, A. Glyn and B. Sutc)k1ffe 1972especially Chapter 8.
40

27. Quoted in D. Wedderburn 1977:166. trigina1 taken from E. Blatstone and

P. Davies 1976. Also see R. Hyma 1973 and F. Furstenberg 1977.

28. For commentaries on the earlier period see T.L. Johnson 1962. The

latest legislation is summarized in Ministrytof Labour, Sweden 1975. The

latter concerns itself primarily with the omission of paragraph 32 of
the 1906 agreement between the LO and AF which gave the employer the sole

right to hire and fire.

29. For a description, see Rehn and Lundi5erg 1963 and Meidner and Andersson 1973.

30. Even .during 'the high unemployment period of the thirties, working clase
consciousness did not seem to emerge as reflected in surveys of attitudee.
S. Yerba and K SchloZMan 1977.

31, In this respect the Work in America report might be given symbolic
iMportance beyOnd its ostensible recommendations. See U.S. Department of '

,Health, Education, and Welfare 1973. ,

32. For a general analysis of internal labor markets see Doeringer and Piore

1971.

33. See the analysis of the.interrelations between hierarchy and particIpation
in A. Tannenbaum el al. 1974.

34. Sise for example, the studies cited in U.S. Department of'Health, Education,
and Welfare; Work in America;-1973: Chap. 4 and Appendix; Blumberg 1968;
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Jenkins 1974a; B. Smith 1976; and Katzell et al., 1977.

135. See G. Susman 1975; E. Thorsrud 1975; Emery and Thoisrud 1969i Thorsrud,
Sorenson, and,Gustavsen 1976; Bernstein 1976a; Davis and Trist 1976.

36. Thoughtful analyses of particular forms of worker participation are
found in Bernstein 1976a; Greenberg 1975 and Biumberg 1968.

37. This account is taken primarily from R. Walton 1976 and.L. Ketchum 1975.

38. See The Economist (May 29, 1976: 87) and Business Week (May 19, 1975: 52).

39. The information used here on the Scanlan Plan is derived from National
Commission on Productivity and Work Quality 1975; H.M.F. Rush 1973: 42-50;
and D. Jenkins 1974a1.222-224.

40. Of Course, the fact that dn ESOP is usually a manageient-initiated device
to raise capital at a relatively low cost means that the existence of
an ESOP does not mean that worker participation and control will necessarily
follow. See Joint Economic Committee 1976.

41. See, for example, S. Marland 1974 and K. Hoyt et al., 1972.

42. See an elaboration of these criticisms in Behn et al., 1974. Studs
Terkel 1974 provides interesting insights on the dignity issue. Also
see Grubb and Lazerson 1975.

k
43. In alnational U.S. survey in 1977, 83 percent of respondents approved this

trend. Gallup 1977:36.

44. This issue was not considered by the special study of the College Entrance
Examination Board, but it is consistent with the evidence provided in the.
report. See Willard Wirtz et al., 1977.

45. Micro-political educational reforms'refer to changes in the internal
governance of education that alter the traditional decision-making process.
For more detail see H. Levin 1976a and Levin and Carnoy, forthcoming, Chap. 11.

46. Also see K. Wilcox 1977 for an extensive empirical study that supports this
concluSion.
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